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Abstract

In Sweden, there are more than half a million single family houses that 
use direct electric heating for both domestic hot water production and 
space heating. These were typically built around the 70s with relatively 
low insulation levels and large thermal bridges, resulting in poor energy 
performance. Hence, there is a great need to reduce electricity consump-
tion in these houses. Installing a high solar fraction solar thermal system 
for domestic hot water production together with an air-to-air heat pump 
for space heating can signifi cantly decrease energy use. Furthermore, 
changing windows and adding extra insulation can further contribute to 
this decrease. When the new solar thermal system is installed, the exist-
ing water tank heater can be retrofi tted. Hence, the system investment 
cost can be signifi cantly reduced since solar storage tanks are one of the 
most expensive components of a solar thermal system. A one-axis tracking 
PV/T concentrating hybrid and a CPC thermal collector were analysed in 
connection with the solar thermal system. The PV/T collector produces 
both hot water and electricity. The CPC collector design aims to adapt 
the solar production to the yearly consumption profi les. Hence, higher 
annual solar fractions can be achieved.

Outdoor measurements were carried out to characterise the PV/T 
concentrating hybrid and the CPC collector. Afterwards, the measured 
parameters were used in specially created TRNSYS models validated 
against the measured data. As regards the retrofi tted system, simulations 
were carried out to determine what is the system confi guration achieving 
the highest annual performance. A prototype with such confi guration was 
built at the laboratory for continuous performance monitoring.

Measurement results showed that the effi ciency values of the PV/T 
tracking concentrating hybrid are signifi cantly lower than those of con-
ventional fl at plate collectors and PV modules. Also, the usable incident 
irradiation on a one-axis tracking concentrating surface is lower than the 
usable irradiation incident on a fl at tilted surface. Even though the studied 
hybrid has margin for improvement, the combination of low effi ciencies 
with low usable irradiation levels makes it diffi cult for concentrating PV/T 
hybrids to compete with conventional alternatives, especially in countries 
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where the annual beam irradiation values are low. On the other hand, 
the studied CPC collector system achieves a higher annual solar fraction 
than a conventional fl at plate collector system. Also, it makes use of less 
absorber surface, one of the most expensive components in the collector. 
Hence, the decrease in absorber area together with the performance in-
crease must compensate for the cost of extra materials such as refl ectors, 
glass and frames.

Finally, several different confi gurations for the retrofi tted solar thermal 
system were analysed. The best performing retrofi tted system achieves an 
annual solar fraction comparable with that of a conventional solar thermal 
system. This means that, if the retrofi tting proves to be cost-effective, it 
can be a very interesting solution since it can be used in almost any kind 
of thermal storage. Moreover, thermal collectors can be connected not only 
with existing tanks but also with new water heaters, accessing a world-wide, 
well developed industry.

Future research work aims to validate the retrofi tting system models 
against measured data of the prototype built at the laboratory. An economi-
cal assessment for the retrofi tted solar thermal system will be included. 
A new simulation model of a conventional Swedish single family house, 
including the validated retrofi tted system, will also be built. Finally, the 
infl uence of every renovation measure on the house energy performance 
will be assessed.
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Nomenclature

Latin
Ac Collector area m2

Aactive elect. Electric active glazed area of the hybrid m2

Aactive thermal Thermal active glazed area of the hybrid m2

AHybrid Total glazed area of the hybrid m2

b0_electric Electric incidence angle modifi er coeffi cient -
b0_thermal Thermal incidence angle modifi er coeffi cient -
C Geometrical concentration ratio -
Cp Heat capacity J/(kg°C)
dTm/dt Mean time derivate of the average fl uid 
 temperature during the time step °C/s
dV/dt Flow rate m3/s
FF Fill Factor -
F’ Collector effi ciency factor -
F'U Heat loss coeffi cient                                  W/(m2°C)
F’U0 Heat loss coeffi cient when (Tm-Tamb)=0 W/(m2°C)
F’U1 Temperature dependence of the heat loss 
 coeffi cient W/(m2°C2)
F’Uu Wind speed dependence of the heat loss 
 coeffi cient Ws/(m3°C)
F’(τα)n=η0(θ =0) Zero loss effi ciency for beam radiation at 
 normal incidence angle -
F’(τα)θ Zero loss effi ciency for beam radiation at 
 incidence angle θ -
G Global solar radiation W/m2

Gb Beam solar radiation W/m2

Gd Diffuse solar radiation W/m2

I Current A
IL Light generated current A
Imp Current at maximum power point A
Isc Short circuit current A
I0 Diode leakage current in the absence of light A
k Boltzmann’s constant J/K
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Kb(Θ) Beam incidence angle modifi er -
Kb_electric(Θ) Electric beam incidence angle modifi er -
Kb_thermal(Θ) Thermal beam incidence angle modifi er -
Kd Diffuse incidence angle modifi er -
KT Beam electric effi ciency dependence on 
 temperature %/°C
n Idealist factor of the diode -
q absolute value of the electronic current C
Q Power W
Qelectric Electric power W/m2

Qthermal Thermal power W/m2

r Refl ectance coeffi cient of the refl ector -
RRR Resources/Reserves Ratio -
RL Load resistance Ω
Rs Series resistance Ω
Rsh Shunt resistance Ω
T Temperature °C
Tamb Ambient temperature °C
Tauxiliar Preset temperature of the auxiliary heater °C
Tin Inlet fl uid temperature °C
Tm Mean fl uid temperature in the absorber °C
Tout Outlet fl uid temperature °C
Tsolar Solar hot water temperature in the upper 
 part of the retrofi tted tank °C
u Wind speed near the collector m/s
V Voltage V
Vmp Voltage at maximum power point V
Voc Open circuit voltage V
(mC)e Effective thermal capacitance including 
 piping for the collector array J/(m2°C)

Greek
α Absorptance coeffi cient -
η Effi ciency -
ηb_electric (25°C) Beam electric effi ciency at 25°C outlet 
 fl uid temperature -
η0(θ =0) Zero loss effi ciency for beam radiation at 
 normal incidence angle -
η0(θ) Zero loss effi ciency for beam radiation at 
 incidence angle θ -
Θ Angle of incidence of the beam radiation 
 with the normal to the collector plane °
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Θt Angle of incidence of the beam radiation 
projected transversely to the collector plane °

ρ Density kg/m3

τ Transmittance coeffi cient of the glass -
(τα) Effective transmission-absorption of the 
 radiation -
(τα)n Effective transmission-absorption of the 
 beam radiation at normal incidence angles -

Abbreviations
CPC Compound parabolic concentrator
DHW Domestic hot water
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change
PV/T Photovoltaic/Thermal hybrid
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1 Introduction

In this section the background and main objectives of the research work 
are addressed. The latest developments regarding the availability of conven-
tional fuels and climate change issues are briefl y presented. The climate and 
energy policies of the European Union and Sweden are also discussed. The 
background of the energy use in Swedish buildings is described with the 
focus on electrically heated single family houses. Previous related research 
is also revised and the main objectives of this work are presented. Finally, 
the methodology used to achieve the objectives is described.

1.1 Background

1.1.1 Conventional fuels, climate change and solar 
energy

Climate change and the scarcity of energy resources are two of the big-
gest challenges we will face in a near future (European Renewable Energy 
Council, 2010). Growth and implementation of renewable energies depend 
directly on the conclusions arrived at concerning these issues. In order 
to avoid misinterpretations and consequent wrong conclusions many 
interesting and relevant statements from offi cial entities are quoted in 
this sub-chapter.

Two of the main conventional fuels which play major roles in our 
energy supply are oil and nuclear energy. Probably the central questions 
regarding these fuels concern their costs and availability in the future. 
Fossil fuel prices have drastically increased especially in the last decade 
(see Figure 1.1). The vertical axis represents the price in U.S. dollars per 
energy equivalent to one oil barrel. In Figure 1.2 and Table 1.1 data is 
shown concerning the present and predictable future availability of non-
renewable fuels. Figure 1.2 represents the historical production profi le of 
oil and gas liquids since 1930 including a forecast scenario up until 2050. 
In Table 1.1, the estimated available resources/reserves ratio at the end of 
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2005 is presented. A large ratio means that a large amount of resources 
has the potential to be converted into reserves. All these indicators point 
out a clear conclusion. J. Peter Gerling (Federal Institute for Geosciences 
and Natural Resources, Germany) wrote the following in the Survey of 
Energy Resources of the World Energy Council in 2007:

 

Figure 1.1 Nominal fossil fuel prices development in the last decades (Federal 
Institute for Geosciences and Natural Resources, 2009).

 

Figure 1.2  Production profi le of oil and gas liquids (World Energy Council, 
2007).
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Table 1.1  Resources/Reserves Ratio - an indicator of the future availability 
of conventional geo-fuels at the end of 2005 (World Energy 
Council, 2007).

Fuel Resources Reserves RRR

Conventional oil 82 billion tones 162 billion tones 0.5
Conventional natural gas 207 trillion m3 179 trillion m3 1.2
Hard coal 4079 billion tones 746 billion tones 5.5
Brown coal/lignite 1025 billion tones 207 billion tones 5
Uranium 12.8 million tones 1.9 million tones 6.7

“The evidence suggests that the peak of world discovery was in the 1960s, 
meaning that the corresponding peak of production for ‘Conventional Oil’ 
is approaching. The world started using more than it found in 1981 and 
that gap has widened since. From a geological point of view, the remain-
ing potential for conventional oil can provide for a moderate increase in 
oil consumption over the next 10 to 15 years. Demand will then have 
to be met by other fuels. The timing of the peak currently attracts much 
debate, but is considered less important than the vision of the long decline 
that comes into view on its far side. Certainly, countries that begin to ad-
dress the issue and implement the necessary changes will fi nd themselves 
enjoying huge advantages over those which continue to live in the past 
and have blind faith in unspecifi ed technological solutions, or the ability 
of an open market to deliver.

The world will not fi nally run out of oil for very many years, if ever, 
but the onset of decline may prove to be a discontinuity of historic propor-
tions, given the key role oil plays in modern economies. The transition to 
decline threatens indeed to be an age of great economic and geopolitical 
tension.”

When it comes to uranium availability for nuclear power the conclusion 
is different. Assuming that the future electricity consumption levels would 
be the same as that in 2005 and that nuclear power would continue using 
the same type of technology, the available resources would last at least 85 
years. If investment was made to exploit undiscovered resources the time 
limit could be pushed ahead by many hundreds of years. Hence, it is es-
timated that nuclear power development will not be directly constrained 
by uranium resources in the next generations. If such a thing happens 
it is more likely to be related to political decisions taking into account 
radioactive wastes and possible industrial accidents (Holger Rogner - In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency – in Survey of Energy Resources for 
the World Energy Council, 2007). Other points of view consider that 
the costs of treating radioactive wastes for the next generations and the 
risk for public health should also be taken into account when calculating 
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the cost per energy produced by this technology (European Renewable 
Energy Council, 2010).

When it comes to climate change the biggest reference for information 
today is the Intergovernmental Panel for Climate Change (IPCC). This 
organization was created in 1988 by the United Nations Environment 
Programme and the World Meteorological Organization to provide a 
reliable and impartial investigation of the facts concerning worldwide 
climate change. The last assessment report was released in 2007 (IPCC, 
2007). Some of the main conclusions from that report are: “Warming in 
the climate system is unequivocal...”; “Most of the observed increase in glo-
bal average temperature ... is very likely due to ... increase in greenhouse gas 
concentrations”; “Continued greenhouse gas emissions ... would induce many 
changes ... that would very likely be larger than those observed...” Figure 1.3 
shows a comparison between observed changes in surface temperature and 
simulated results by climate models. The models take into account either 
natural or both natural and anthropogenic factors. The results indicate the 
infl uence of human activity on the surface temperature rise.

 

Figure 1.3  Comparison between measured data and model results on the global 
and continental surface temperature change (IPCC, 2007).
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Many questions were raised in this report which resulted in continuous 
scientifi c investigations. The next assessment report is currently under 
development. However, some of the latest fi ndings that will be assessed 
by that report have already been released. The main conclusion is that the 
new data stands behind the conclusions of Assessment Report 4 (2007). 
Moreover, they indicate that the current CO2 concentration levels are 
higher and increased more rapidly than expected; measured sea-level rise 
is slightly higher than previously estimated; emitted CO2 remains in the 
atmosphere for thousands of years causing irreversible changes in the 
climate and in ocean chemistry (IPCC Working Group I, 2010). Very 
recently, in August of 2010, IPCC proffered the following statement (Dr 
Rajendra Pachauri, chairman of the IPCC at a press conference at the 
United Nations in New York): 

“By overwhelming consensus, the scientifi c community agrees that climate 
change is real. Greenhouse gases have increased markedly as a result of 
human activities and now far exceed pre-industrial values.”

After discussing the latest developments concerning two of the most im-
portant non-renewable fuels it seems that climate change adds up to what 
was already clear. The energy sector is a major concern today. Profound 
changes need to be made not only to reduce our energy use but also to 
change the way it is produced.

Recent fi gures show that all renewable energy sources provide 3078 
times the current global energy needs. The energy potential of every source 
is shown in Figure 1.4. These are the theoretical potentials, i.e., the total 
available energy of each source at the earth’s surface. They are calculated 
according to the available scientifi c data and correspond to the upper limit 
of what can be exploited. All the renewable energy sources depend in one 
way or another on the constant solar energy incident on the sun’s surface. 
Solar energy is the renewable energy that has by far the largest potential. 
By itself it is enough to ensure 2850 times the annual global energy needs. 
In just one day the solar energy incident on the earth’s surface equals the 
global energy needs during eight years.
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Figure 1.4 Theoretical potential of renewable energy sources compared with the 
global energy needs (European Renewable Energy Council, 2010).

Taking into consideration only the theoretical potential of solar energy 
can be misleading. Together with the theoretical potential, it is also crucial 
to evaluate technical and economical potential as well (European Renew-
able Energy Council, 2010). The technical potential considers the general 
limitations of the existing technology necessary to exploit a certain energy 
source. Among others, it takes into account the available raw material, the 
geographical locations where the energy can be explored, general technical 
limitations and the fi nal effi ciency of energy conversion. The economic 
potential weights the price of exploring the renewable energy source with 
the total energy produced. It also accounts for future benefi ts of explor-
ing renewable energy sources. These can be the decrease in greenhouse 
gases production, the value of energy supply independence, impact on 
the environment and consequent infl uence on the health and well being 
of society.

The technical potential and the economic potential must be evaluated 
in a dynamic way. Both these potentials can change signifi cantly with 
time. Certain technical challenges today might be easily solved in a near 
future due to a steep learning curve of the technology used to explore 
an energy source. The same applies for the economic potential analysis. 
The present energy price that the renewable energy source replaces might 
change signifi cantly in a near future. Also, factors like future introduction 
of direct costs per released quantity of greenhouse gases can be taken into 
account. When evaluated dynamically, solar energy is one of the sources 
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with bigger technical and economical potentials (European Renewable 
Energy Council, 2010).

In total, the estimated incident radiation on a horizontal surface in Lund 
during a year is around 1000 kWh/m2/year. In Figure 1.5, the estimation 
of the distribution of the global incident irradiation on an optimally tilted 
south surface for the whole Europe is shown. If the same calculation is 
performed on a non optimal oriented surface the result will be different 
and dependent on the geographical location. This analysis is shown in 
Figure 1.6 for Lund, Sweden.

 

Figure 1.5 Yearly sum of global irradiation incident on an optimally oriented 
surface kWh/m2/year (European commission, 2006).
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Figure 1.6 Yearly global irradiation incident on a surface set at different tilts 
and orientations in Lund, Sweden.

1.1.2 Single family electrically heated hoses in 
Sweden

In view of the previous discussed issues, in 2007 the European Union 
adopted an energy and climate change policy with ambitious targets for 
2020. Among others, it aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 20%, 
reduce energy use by 20% and meet 20% of our energy needs by means of 
renewable sources in comparison with the corresponding values in 2005 
(European Union, 2007). Sweden went further and is aiming to meet 50% 
of its total energy need by renewable energy sources compared with 2008. 
Also, by 2020 the Swedish transport sector is aiming to cover 10% of its 
needs using renewable energy (Government Bill, 2008).

Building new energy effi cient buildings has the potential to lower the 
future energy demand in the residential sector. However, the biggest energy 
savings potential lie in renovating the existing stock. The residential and 
service sectors represent 36% of the total energy use in Sweden where the 
biggest share is used for space heating and domestic hot water (Swedish 
Energy Agency, 2009a). In Sweden there are more than half a million 
single family houses which are electrically heated (Swedish Energy Agency, 
2009b). The total electricity use in such houses is very high (Figure 1.7). 
It is interesting to verify that the electricity consumption did not decrease 
signifi cantly in houses built between 1971 and 2000. This high number 
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of electrically heated houses combined with the Swedish cold climate and 
electricity driven industry leads to one of the highest electricity consump-
tion per capita in the world. Actually, Sweden is the 4th biggest electricity 
consumer per capita in the world just behind Iceland, Norway and Canada 
(International Energy Agency statistics, 2009). This fact becomes even 
more relevant if one takes into account the electricity price and its trend. 
In Figure 1.8, the total energy prices in Sweden for several different sec-
tors are presented. The fi nal electricity price consists mainly of the price 
for producing electricity, profi t for the network company and taxes. Taxes 
are primarily due to electricity certifi cates, energy tax, network taxes and 
value added taxes. Figure 1.8 shows that the most expensive energy fuel in 
Sweden during the year of 2009 was electricity used for heating.
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Figure 1.8 The different fuel prices in Sweden, 2009. Eo1 and Eo5 are derivates 
of petroleum distillation and used for combustion (Swedish Energy 
Agency, 2009).

It is important to look not only at the latest electricity price but also 
its trend during the last years and predictable future scenarios. Fig-
ure 1.9 shows the electricity price evolution for detached houses 
with electric heating between 2002 and 2009. As it is shown, the 
electricity price almost doubled in seven years.
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each year (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009a).
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The electricity market has become more international since trading is vital 
to ensure a stable and secure electricity supply. In 2008, 76% of the elec-
tricity used in the Nordic market was traded in the Nord Pool´s physical 
market (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009). Nord Pool is the Nordic power 
exchange market created to improve pricing transparency and exchange. 
This market is also increasingly trading with other countries like Poland, 
Germany and other central European countries. They produce a big share 
of their electricity with coal fi red power plants. Hence, the Swedish elec-
tricity price is increasingly affected by the fuel prices and availability in 
the rest of Europe. Also, the policy of the European Union and Sweden 
to ensure that 10% of the energy use in the transport sector comes from 
renewable sources will predictably promote the implementation of electric 
vehicles. This means that a fraction of the fossil fuels energy demand may 
shift to electricity, increasing its consumption. Thus, it is likely that the 
electricity price will continue to rise. In summary, the current Swedish 
energy situation is a combination of the following factors, creating con-
cerns for the future:

• more than half a million single-family houses consume electricity for 
domestic hot water production and space heating;

• Sweden is the 4th largest electricity consumer per capita in the 
world;

• electricity used for heating is the most expensive energy source in 
Sweden;

• electricity price has been rising at a high rate during recent years;
• due to its international market, the electricity price is increasingly 

dependent on fossil fuel availability and prices in other European 
countries;

• electricity price is generally expected to continue rising.

The accumulation of all these factors suggests that an intervention to 
decrease the electricity consumption in these houses is needed. Among 
others, some of the possible energy renovation measures are the installa-
tion of a solar thermal system, an air-to-air- heat pump, new low energy 
windows and extra insulation where it is most needed.
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1.2 Objectives
The objectives of the present work are:

• to develop and test a solar thermal system for domestic hot water pro-
duction where the existing water heater is retrofi tted. This is the main 
focus of the research;

• to test and evaluate a photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) concentrating hy-
brid. This way, not only heat but also electricity is produced. Concen-
trating hybrids aim to produce energy at a lower cost when compared 
with a conventional side-by-side system made of a fl at plate collector 
and a PV module;

• to test and evaluate a compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) collec-
tor for use in the retrofi tted system as well. This type of collector aims 
to achieve better annual performances than conventional collectors. A 
comparison with a fl at plate collector system is included.

• to estimate what is the retrofi tting confi guration that achieves the best 
annual performance.

1.3 Method
The main challenge and focus of the presented work is to develop a solar 
hot water system for domestic hot water production. This is done by ret-
rofi tting the existing tank heater and connecting new solar collectors to it. 
Hence, no signifi cant changes need to be carried out in the house when 
the new solar thermal system is installed. Also, since the solar hot water 
tank is one of the most expensive components of a solar thermal system, 
retrofi tting the existing tank can lower the investment cost.

To be integrated in the system, a PV/T concentrating hybrid was 
evaluated. This concentrating hybrid aims to produce domestic hot 
water and electricity at a lower cost. For domestic hot water production, 
a high performance CPC-thermal collector adapted to Swedish climate 
was also analysed. These collectors were tested at the laboratory facilities 
and validated models were developed. These models make it possible to 
estimate the collector annual performance of both collectors compared 
with conventional alternatives. The hybrid performance was compared 
with conventional fl at plate collectors and PV modules working separately 
side-by-side. The CPC-collector annual performance was compared with 
that of a conventional fl at plate collector.
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By means of TRNSYS simulations, different confi gurations for the 
retrofi tted system design were analysed. The confi guration achieving the 
highest solar fraction is described in this thesis. To combine the collectors 
with any normal storage tank, a special connection unit is under develop-
ment. This unit makes it possible to retrofi t almost any kind of storage tank 
making the system installation very fl exible. Also, using this component, 
solar collectors can be combined with new standard domestic hot water 
tanks at new installations.
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2 Simulations in TRNSYS 
software

All the simulation analyses performed in this work were carried out using 
TRNSYS (Transient Systems Simulation Software) (Klein et al., 2006). 
The software was developed by the University of Wisconsin, U.S.A. It 
has been commercially available since 1975 and increasingly used by the 
research community. It was originally developed for building analysis 
together with active solar thermal systems. Currently, among other ap-
plications, it is used for renewable energy systems, low energy buildings, 
HVAC systems, etc. One of the biggest advantageous of this software is its 
fl exibility in connecting many different components available in the library. 
Consequently, one of the trade-offs is its complexity. The modular nature 
of the software together with the open source code of the components has 
been one of the reasons for its success among researchers. This means that 
all users can change the code of the components and modify the math-
ematical models. Moreover, if a certain component is not available in the 
software library, there is the possibility to create a new one that matches 
the user needs. To do so, most of the common programming languages 
can be used (TRNSYS, 2010).

The simulations performed on the PV/T hybrid collectors were car-
ried out with Winsun (Winsun educational software, 2009). This is a 
TRNSYS based software, developed by Bengt Perers, which estimates 
energy outputs from any user-specifi ed collectors. The user only needs to 
provide the collector parameters, the average temperatures running in the 
collector, the weather fi le and the simulation time period. The simulation 
model was then validated against measured outputs. The software only 
takes into account the collector and not the whole solar thermal system. 
The equations that compute these collector models are a simplifi cation 
of the dynamic collector models described by Fisher et al. (2004) and are 
described in equation 2.1:

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )210 ' ambmambmddnbbn -TTU-F-TT-F'UGK F' GKQ= F' ταθτα +  

 (equation 2.1)
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In addition to the PV/T hybrid collector analysis, the performance of a 
conventional fl at plate collector system was compared with that of a CPC 
load adapted collector system. For this evaluation, a TRNSYS model of 
the whole solar thermal system was built but only the collector model was 
validated. The model includes detailed measured data on the incidence 
angle modifi ers. This information was added in the collector model by 
means of high grade polynomial equations to avoid interpolations and 
consequently to increase its accuracy.

Finally, TRNSYS was used to create several solar thermal system models 
corresponding to different retrofi tting confi gurations of existing water 
heaters (see chapter “Simulations of retrofi tted solar thermal systems”). At 
this point, the evaluation was theoretical and no models were validated yet. 
These simulation results were used to compare different system perform-
ances. For this investigation, the important conclusion was which system 
performs best instead of focusing on the absolute value of the performance 
results. This kind of analysis is especially important when working with 
non-validated models. Since the systems were built with the same design 
guidelines and using the same component models, inaccuracies of one 
system will be taken into account in the same way in the other ones. This 
helps in ensuring the validity of such theoretical analysis.

One of the retrofi tted systems built in TRNSYS is shown in a simplifi ed 
way in Figure 2.1. The other solar thermal systems vary to some extent 
in their confi guration but the analysis is mainly the same. All the main 
components used in the performed simulations are described below:

• Radiation processor – Type 109-TMY2. This model reads data from an 
external fi le at regular time intervals. It transports the data converting 
it to proper units and recalculates the solar irradiation values on differ-
ent tilted or tracking surfaces. The external weather fi le can be created 
by different kinds of software such as Meteonorm (Meteonorm 5.0). 
Lund (Sweden) weather data created by this software was used in the 
simulations (latitude 55°44’N, longitude 13°12’E).

• Domestic hot water load profi le – Type 14b. This is a model of a forc-
ing function with repeated behaviour during the simulation period. 
This model was used since the output is already confi gured with ap-
propriate units of fl ow draw-offs (kg/h). This makes it very simple to 
introduce a weekly pattern on the domestic hot water consumption. 
The profi le used in this model is based on measured data described in 
detail in the annexed paper “Performance Evaluation of a High Solar 
Fraction CPC-Collector System”. In total, according to the latest 
statistics (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009b), the domestic hot water 
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consumption in a typical single family house in Sweden is estimated 
to be 2050 kWh/year.

• Thermal collector – CPC dynamic collector type 832. This type was 
developed from the original type 132 created by Bengt Perers in TRN-
SYS 15. Later it was further developed by Hellström, Fisher, Bales, 
Haller, Dalibard and Paavilainen (Perers et al., 2002). This model 
was chosen since it is appropriate to separate the diffuse and direct 
effi ciency when modelling a low concentrating collector (Fisher et al., 
2004). Detailed information concerning measured incidence angle 
modifi ers was added to the model. This is described in the annexed 
paper “Performance Evaluation of a High Solar Fraction CPC-Collector 
System”. Previously, incidence angle modifi ers were accounted for in 
the model as discrete measured values and interpolation was used. In 
practice, precision was lost around the collector optical axis since the 
incidence angle modifi er changes very rapidly in that range. Hence, 
interpolations around these angles are very diffi cult to take into account 
and likely to decrease the model accuracy. In this model, high grade 
polynomial equations for the incidence angle modifi ers were added. 
More than 90 measured incidence angle modifi ers at different angles 
were used to build these equations in a very accurate way. These were 
accounted for in the model with a simple technique which externally 
“fi lters” the sun’s direct irradiation before it is processed by the collec-
tor model itself. The model was validated against measured data with 
great accuracy.

• Storage tank – Type 534. This tank model is probably the most fl exible 
tank model available. Among other features it is possible to defi ne its 
external geometry, the inlet/outlet connections and the number and 
type of internal heat exchangers. Also very useful is the feature which 
allows the user to defi ne in which section of the storage the auxiliary 
heat is provided. The degree of mixing and consequent de-stratifi ca-
tion due to temperature inversions in the tank can also be specifi ed. 
This model was chosen since different tanks are used in the retrofi tting 
system analysis. These will be validated against measured data in future 
work. The retrofi tted conventional tanks and the solar storage tanks 
with an internal heat exchanger were modelled by this type.

• Storage tank – type 4c, stratifi ed storage with uniform losses and variable 
inlets. This storage model adjusts the location of inlets continuously in 
order to place the incoming fl uid at a level as close to its temperature 
as possible. This improves greatly the stratifi cation in the tank and 
consequently the annual solar fraction. This tank model was used for 
the comparison analysis between a conventional fl at plate collector 
system and the CPC load adapted collector system. The main point 
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of such analysis was to determine which collector performs best in a 
solar thermal system rather than to determine its absolute value of an-
nual performance. Hence, a simple model such as type 4c was used. 
Consequently, the time used to build the system model and to run the 
simulations was reduced.

• External heat exchanger – type 5b, counter fl ow. This model was chosen 
since it represents some of the most common external compact heat 
exchangers in the market. The heat exchanger mounted in the labora-
tory facilities for future validation is a brazed plate heat exchanger with 
counter fl ow and can be modelled by this type.

• Controller – type 2b. This model generates an ON/OFF control func-
tion. It monitors a high and low temperature sources and compares its 
difference with predefi ned dead-bands. Hence, the state of the control 
function at the next time-step is defi ned. This controller model was 
chosen since it represents the most common controllers in the market. 
These controllers were the ones used in the laboratory installations.

• Water pump – type 3b, single speed. This type models a pump with a 
fi xed speed capacity. The fl ow can only be set to the predefi ned value or 
turned off. All the other components in the same loop will be assigned 
with this fl ow. Once again, this model was used since this is the most 
common type of pumps used in solar thermal systems.

• Pipe duct – type 31. This type models a pipe duct. In order to calculate 
the thermal losses it takes into account the section geometry, the length, 
insulation and surrounding temperature. This model was used in the 
retrofi tting systems since they will be validated against measured data. 
Different components were used to model different pipe lengths at 
different surrounding temperatures (indoors and outdoors).
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Figure 2.1 Example of the simplifi ed confi guration of one retrofi tting system 
model.
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3 Testing of the PV/T 
concentrating hybrid

A concentrating PV/T hybrid to be integrated in the retrofi tted solar 
thermal system was tested. A comparison of the hybrid performance with 
that of conventional fl at plate collectors and PV modules working side-
by-side was also performed. In order to understand how to characterize a 
photovoltaic/thermal hybrid (PV/T) collector, both photovoltaic and solar 
thermal technologies should be understood separately.

In this chapter, a short description of the simplifi ed working principles 
of solar cells and solar collectors is included. This will make it easier to 
better comprehend the effects of their combination and interaction in a 
hybrid. For further details concerning photovoltaics, the reader is referred 
to Wenham et al. (2007), Green (1998) and Fahrenbruch and Bube 
(1983). For details on thermal processes the reader is referred to Duffi e 
and Beckman (2006).

3.1 Characterisation of solar cells
Photovoltaics is generally known as the process of converting solar radiation 
into electricity using solar cells. This is possible owing to the electronic 
properties of semiconductors. Photons with energy lower than the band 
gap energy pass through the semiconductor as if it was transparent. On 
the other hand, photons with energy greater than the band gap energy 
use their energy to break covalent bonds and create electron-hole pairs 
(Figure 3.1). Those electrons can then circulate around a circuit and 
produce electric power.
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Figure 3.1 Creation of electron-hole pairs and dissipation of energy for different 
energies of the wavelength (Wenham et al., 2007).

Creating an electrically equivalent model which is based on separate elec-
trical components whose performance is well known helps understanding 
the electronic behaviour of a solar cell. One of the simplest models consists 
of a current source in parallel with a diode. Since no solar cell is ideal, a 
shunt resistance and a series resistance are also included in the model. The 
result is the “one-diode equivalent circuit of a solar cell” shown in Figure 
3.2.This model assumes that both the temperature and illumination are 
evenly distributed over the cell.

  

Figure 3.2  Equivalent circuit of a solar cell (Wenham et al., 2007).

A solar cell is characterised by its current-voltage characteristic curve (I-V 
curve). Using the following mathematical model that describes the previ-
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ous equivalent electric circuit of a solar cell, one can generate theoretical 
I-V curves (Green, 1998):
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I represents the current, U represents the voltage over the load, IL is the 
light generated current, I0 is the diode leakage current density in the ab-
sence of light, n is the idealist factor of the diode, q is the absolute value 
of the electronic current, k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute 
temperature, Rs is the cells series resistance, Rsh is the shunt resistance and 
the load is represented by RL. 

Using these I-V curves, three parameters can be estimated to characterise 
the performance of a solar cell for given irradiance, operating temperature 
and area. These are the short circuit current Isc, the open circuit voltage Voc 
and the Fill Factor FF. Isc is the maximum current at zero voltage and is 
directly proportional to the available sunlight. Voc is the maximum voltage 
at zero current while the Fill Factor FF is a measure of the quality of a cell. 
The higher the Fill Factor the higher is the cell’s effi ciency. The product 
of the current and voltage represents the power output for that operating 
condition. The Fill Factor is defi ned as (Green, 1998):

 

 

scoc
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IV

IV
FF =  Equation 3.2

The product VmpImp represents the maximum power point of the solar 
cell while VocIsc represents the maximum power point if the cell was ideal. 
Hence, this coeffi cient corresponds to the fraction of the maximum ef-
fi ciency that the cell can ideally reach. In order to take best advantage of 
the cells, the load should match this maximum power point regardless of 
the light conditions. This can be achieved with a maximum power point 
tracker normally built into the inverter.

A simple study of the cell’s effi ciency as a function of the incident irra-
diation, working temperature, series and shunt resistances was performed. 
This was carried out by generating I-V curves through varying the previous 
parameters and comparing them with the I-V curves of a reference case. 
The data used in the calculations for the reference case is shown in Table 
3.1. The estimated I-V curve for the reference case is shown in Figure 3.3 
while the other cases are illustrated in Figure 3.4 to Figure 3.7.
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Table 3.1 Data used to generate the I-V curve for the reference case.

Reference case

Isc (A) 2
G (W/m2) 1000
T (K) 293
U0 (V) 0.65
Rs (Ω) 0.008
RSH (Ω) 50
q (C) 1.6E-19
n (-) 1
k (J/K) 1.38E-23
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Figure 3.3  Estimated I-V curve corresponding to the reference case.

3.1.1 Effects of irradiation variation
The results for the different irradiation levels as well as the correspondent 
power outputs are shown in Figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4  I-V curves and corresponding power outputs for three different ir-
radiation levels.

As expected, higher irradiation levels imply an increase in the short circuit 
current since more electrons are collected into the circuit.

3.1.2 Effects of temperature variation
The I-V curves and the power output variation with temperature are il-
lustrated in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 I-V curves and corresponding power outputs for three different tem-
peratures.

The main effect of the temperature rise is the voltage drop which reduces 
the cell power output. With temperature increase more electrons escape 
through the p-n junction and recombine. For most types of solar cells one 
concludes that it is desirable to operate at as low a temperature as possible, 
since (Green, 1998):

• Cell output power is increased at lower temperatures;
• Thermal cycles and stress are reduced;
• Degradation rates approximately double for each 10ºC increase in 

temperature.
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3.1.3 Effects of series resistance variation
The infl uence on the I-V curves using three different values of series resist-
ance was estimated. The results are shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6  I-V curves and corresponding power outputs for three different series 
resistances.

The main contributors to the series resistance (Rs) are the bulk resistance 
of the semiconductor material, the metallic contacts, interconnections and 
the resistance between the metallic contacts and the semiconductor. This 
resistance represents all the non ideal connections in a solar cell. Thus, 
the higher the value of this resistance, less power is therefore extracted 
from the solar cell. As expected, the PV power decreases with higher series 
resistances.

3.1.4 Effects of shunt resistance variation
The shunt resistance (RSH) corresponds to p-n junction imperfections and 
impurities near the junction. The ideal circuit should include an infi nite 
shunt resistance that “forces” the current in the circuit and prevents its 
leakage through the joint. However, the shunt resistance has fi nite val-
ues and the smaller the shunt resistance is the bigger is the current drop 
(Figure3.7).
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Figure 3.7 I-V curves and correspond power outputs for three different shunt 
resistances.
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A PV cell cannot use all incoming photon energy to create electricity. It 
absorbs only radiation whose energy is higher than the band gap energy. 
For instance, a silicon solar cell absorbs roughly all radiation for wave-
lengths below the band gap of 1.1 µm (Green, 1998). This energy is used 
to produce electricity at variable effi ciencies. Photons with higher energy 
than the band gap energy cannot be fully used as they will give off their 
excess energy as heat to the surroundings. For photons with energy below 
the band gap, the cell behaves as thought it were transparent. This means 
that all this radiation will be transmitted through the cell. Hence, most of 
the incident radiation is converted into heat. The part of the light spectrum 
that can be used to excite electrons and produce electricity is rather small. 
This explains why a conventional commercial solar cell has an effi ciency 
of 10% to 15% for transforming all the available radiation into electric 
energy. Considering the high price of the solar cells it is attractive to use 
concentrating solar light modules which aim to achieve higher electric 
outputs per unit area.

3.2 Characterisation of solar thermal 
collectors

Solar thermal collectors use the incoming energy from the sun to produce 
heat. This heat can be used for several applications ranging from pool heat-
ing to electricity generation from steam. In steady state, the performance 
of a solar collector can be approximately described by a simple energy 
balance that indicates the distribution of incident solar energy into useful 
energy gain, thermal losses and optical losses. Hence, the useful energy 
output of a collector is then the difference between the absorbed solar 
radiation and the thermal loss which, divided by the incoming radiation 
at a normal angle to the collector plane, corresponds to the instantaneous 
steady-state collector effi ciency. This relation is modelled in the following 
way (Duffi e and Beckman, 2006):
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This equation is the basis standard for many test methods such as the one 
displayed in Figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.8 Example of a collector thermal effi ciency obtained by steady-state 
experimental testing.

This thermal effi ciency line can be seen as a classifi cation of a thermal 
collector. It is obtained for a wide range of inlet temperature conditions. 
Each illustrated measurement point corresponds to the “instantaneous” 
steady state effi ciency during a time interval. This was determined from 
the previous formula and plotted as a function of (Tm-Tamb)/G. However, 
in reality, the performance line is not straight but a curve.The thermal 
losses are temperature dependent since the thermal losses do not increase 
linearly with temperature. Also, the previous effi ciency equation does not 
take into account other factors such as variable wind speeds. Thus, more 
advanced dynamic models can be built (Fisher et al., 2002):
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  Equation 3.4

Probably the most important component of a modern fl at plate solar ther-
mal collector is the selective absorber. The selective surface aims to increase 
the heat collection performance. Such surfaces used in solar technology are 
characterized by their high absorptance for short-wave radiation coming 
from the sun and low emissivity for long-wave heat radiation from the 
absorber. Thus, the energy absorbed from the sun is maximised and the 
heat losses from the absorber minimised.
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Different solar collectors feature different performances. Theoretical 
collector performances are exemplifi ed in Figure 3.9 for three different 
collector designs: an unglazed collector, a glazed collector with a selective 
surface and glazed collector with a selective surface and a Tefl on insulator 
fi lm. These were carried out using “Solar Collector” software (Solar collec-
tor, LTH). By analysing the fi gure one can conclude that the choice of the 
most appropriate collector depends on the application. If the application 
requires low temperatures, the least expensive collector, the unglazed col-
lector, has the highest effi ciency. On the other hand, if high temperatures 
are required by the load, the most expensive collector corresponding to 
the glass cover, selective absorber and Tefl on fi lm performs best. A detailed 
cost-performance analysis should be carried out in order to estimate the 
most suitable collector for a desired application.
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Figure 3.9 Thermal effi ciency curves obtained by theoretical simulations for 
three different collectors at a constant irradiation level and normal 
incidence angles.

3.3 Concentrating Photovoltaic / Thermal 
(PV/T) technology

One of the most important aspects to take into account when study-
ing photovoltaic/thermal hybrids is the interaction between electrical 
and thermal outputs. When an electric load is connected to the electric 
circuit, electric and thermal power is extracted. This means that part of 
the incoming irradiation is transformed into electricity by the PV cells 
instead of being absorbed by the thermal receiver. Hence, the thermal 
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output decreases as much as the electrical output is extracted. Figure 3.10 
shows the measured power outputs of a hybrid when an electric load is 
connected to the PV modules during a period of the day. By analysing 
the fi gure, one can understand the interaction between the thermal and 
electrical outputs of a PV/T hybrid system.
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Figure 3.10 Measured interaction of the hybrid electric and thermal outputs 
during two clear days with and without electric load. Power out-
puts expressed per glazed area (AHybrid=4.6 m²) (Bernardo et al., 
2008).

PV modules today convert light directly into electricity with a relatively 
low effi ciency at a high cost. Replacing expensive solar cell material by 
cheaper refl ectors offers the possibility of reducing the price per energy 
output unit. Above certain concentration factors, the use of refl ectors 
generally requires cooling of the PV cells. This is vital in order to prevent 
permanent damage to the cells and maintain their effi ciency (Nilsson et 
al., 2007). Usually, a photovoltaic/thermal (PV/T) concentrating hybrid 
tracks and concentrates light into a water/air-cooled photovoltaic module 
working as a thermal absorber (Figure 3.11). Hence, not only electricity 
is generated from the absorber but also heat. The thermal absorber uses 
the energy that the PV cells are not capable of transforming into electric-
ity – both the excess energy used to excite the electrons when the photon 
energy is higher than the energy band gap and the photon energy that is 
not large enough to excite electrons.

Generally, the performance of a typical solar cell decreases by 0.4% per 
centigrade of temperature increase (Whenham et al., 2007). As discussed 
in the previous sub-chapter, the performance of a solar collector also 
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deteriorates with increasing operating temperature. This is because the 
thermal losses to the ambient are proportional to the temperature difference 
between the absorber and the surrounding temperature. Consequently, 
the production of both heat and electricity is favoured by lowering the 
operating temperature. However, different applications require different 
temperatures (Affolter et al., 2004). For instance, the minimum tempera-
ture for pool heating is typically 25ºC whereas for domestic hot water it 
is around 70ºC. Another issue to take into account is the higher tempera-
tures of the cells compared to the temperature of the cooling medium at 
high irradiance. This is a result of the heat conduction resistance between 
cells and fl uid. Therefore it is important for the absorber to have as high 
conduction as possible.

 

Figure 3.11 Concentrating PV/T hybrid (Menova Energy, 2010).

Concentrating PV/T hybrids aim to increase the cost effectiveness of the 
system but the impact of this combination on the heat and electricity 
production when compared with conventional systems is not obvious. In 
a PV/T hybrid, the absorber is made of solar cells instead of a selective 
surface as in conventional solar thermal collectors. This implies a higher 
thermal emittance and thereby a higher U-value and a lower optical ef-
fi ciency. Also, the optical effi ciency is reduced since the absorptance of the 
PV cells is lower than that of a selective surface, due to the refl ector refl ect-
ance factor, light scattering and common shape imperfections. Logically, 
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when an electric load is connected to the PV cells, the heat production is 
lowered since part of the radiation is converted into electricity. The use of 
concentrators will also reduce the electricity production due to the non-
uniform concentration profi le of the irradiation. In the end, a life cycle 
cost analysis is necessary to determine whether the concentrating system 
reduces the unit cost of produced energy making the system more cost-
effective (Arvind and Tiwari, 2010; Arvind et al., 2009).

3.4 Description of the PV/T concentrating 
hybrid design and experimental setup

This photovoltaic/thermal parabolic concentrating system tracks and 
concentrates light into a water-cooled photovoltaic module working as a 
thermal absorber (Figure 3.12). The PV/T system consists of a photovoltaic 
module, thermal absorber, parabolic refl ector, tracking system, glazed 
protection and supporting structure (Figure 3.13). The photovoltaic cells, 
which are specially designed for concentrated light, are made of monoc-
rystalline silicon and have a nominal effi ciency of 16% at 25°C (Absolicon 
Solar Concentrator AB, 2008). The total surface area of the cells is 0.33 
m². Water runs inside the aluminium thermal absorber where the cells 
are laminated. The parabolic refl ector is made of a silver coated plastic 
fi lm laminated on a steel sheet. The geometrical concentration ratio of the 
refl ector is C=7.8 (Figure 3.12). It is important to notice that the refl ec-
tor is 40 cm longer than the absorber at the edges to also make use of the 
irradiation in the morning and afternoon. The tracking is carried out by 
rotating the structure around an axis oriented in the east-west direction. 
The adjustment of the tilt angle is carried out periodically according to 
the calculated position of the sun. The parabolic trough is covered by a 4.6 
m² glass pane with a measured transmission coeffi cient of 90% (Bernardo 
et al., 2008).

In this study, two hybrid areas were defi ned: total glazed area and ac-
tive glazed area. For this particular hybrid the total glazed area (AHybrid) 
equals 4.6 m². Active glazed area was defi ned as the maximum glazed 
area that the system can make use of. This excludes surface areas where it 
is impossible for the incoming irradiation to reach the absorber such as 
frames and gaps between solar cells and refl ector edges which are longer 
than the absorber (Figure 3.12). The electric and thermal active glazed 
areas are different since the thermal absorber is wider than the cells. The 
electric active glazed area (Aactive elect.) is 3.5 m² while the thermal active 
glazed area (Aactive thermal) is 3.7 m².
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Figure 3.12 PV/T concentrator trough and photovoltaic cells laminated on one 
side of the thermal absorber.

 

Figure 3.13 Schematic diagram of the experimental setup system and its monitor-
ing points.
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3.5 Evaluation method and model
The testing and characterisation method can be seen as a modifi ed solar 
collector testing method described in the following steps:

a) Simultaneous monitoring of heat and power where the photovoltaic 
module operates continuously at maximum power point;

b) Characterisation of the thermal collector according to the steady-state 
test method (Fisher et al., 2004);

c) Characterisation of the photovoltaic module at high irradiances and 
variable working temperatures;

d) Description of the thermal and electrical incidence angle modifi er 
during one day with stable high solar intensity;

e) Using the previous tested parameters to generate a mathematical steady-
state model capable of accurately describing the thermal and electrical 
outputs;

f ) Validation of the model by comparison between measurements and 
model outputs during days with varying weather conditions.

Both the electrical and thermal outputs were measured every six minutes 
for different temperature conditions in the collector. The maximum 
electric power output extracted by the hybrid was calculated based on 
periodical I-V curve measurements. Using this value together with the 
incident beam irradiation, the system electrical effi ciency as a function of 
its working temperature was determined. In this specifi c case, since the 
structure is closed, it was not possible to measure the cell temperature 
directly. Instead, the temperature of the outlet water, running inside the 
thermal absorber at the moment of the electrical effi ciency measurement, 
is presented. This is the temperature limiting the whole electric output 
since the cells are series connected.

Since there is no electric load continuously connected to the hybrid, all 
the incoming irradiation is used to produce heat. This output was calcu-
lated by equation 3.5 (Duffi e and Beckman, 2006) where the monitored 
parameters are described in the nomenclature section.

  ( )TTC
dt
dV

Q inoutp −⋅⋅= ρ     (W) Equation 3.5

The thermal power was then obtained by subtracting the measured electric 
power from this heat output. The beam incidence angle modifi er for the 
thermal and electric effi ciency was calculated with equations 3.6 and equa-
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tion 3.7, respectively (Duffi e and Beckman, 2006). The thermal incidence 
angle modifi er is the ratio between the measured zero loss effi ciency at a 
certain incidence angle and the zero loss effi ciency at normal incidence 
angle determined from the measurements. The electric incidence angle 
modifi er is the ratio between the measured electric power at a certain in-
cidence angle and temperature and the power at the same temperature but 
normal incidence angle estimated from the effi ciency measurements.
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The function commonly used to fi t the incidence angle modifi er data 
between 0° and 60° is given by equation 3.8 (Duffi e and Beckman, 2006). 
The parameter b0 shapes the curvature of the function, setting higher or 
lower incidence angle modifi er values for the same incidence angle.
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The hybrid was continuously tested at the Energy and Building Design 
laboratory of Lund Technical University in Sweden (latitude 55°44’N, 
longitude 13°12’E) during the period 1/06/2008 – 13/09/2008.

By analyzing the measured data, one can determine the hybrid pa-
rameters and develop simple mathematical models capable of describing 
its behaviour and estimate its outputs for any geographic location. The 
monitored parameters and the model equations are presented in equation 
3.9 to equation 3.12 (Duffi e and Beckman, 2006).
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The hybrid parameters were then fed into Winsun (Winsun Villa Software, 
2009), a TRNSYS based simulation software which estimates the annual 
thermal and electrical outputs using the described models.

In order to compare the hybrid performance with a conventional 
side-by-side system made of standard thermal collectors and photovoltaic 
modules, simulations were also carried out for these standard components. 
It was assumed that the produced hot water should be used for domestic 
hot water applications since this can represent 90% of the potential market 
for these hybrids (Affolter et al., 2004). Therefore, the output temperature 
from the collectors should be around 65-70°C which was assumed to imply 
40°C of mean absorber temperature. Consequently, the hybrid solar cells, 
but not the individual PV module, would work at 65°C to 70°C. As the 
PV module is independent of the fl at plate collector it was assumed that 
it could work at around 25°C to 30°C. In order to understand how the 
performance would change if the hybrid were used for low temperature 
applications, simulations were also carried out for pool heating. For this 
application it was assumed that the required outlet temperature would be 
around 30°C which was estimated to imply 20°C average water tempera-
ture in the hybrid since the cold water inlet is around 10°C. The diffuse 
incidence angle modifi er (Kd) was calculated as being the inverse of the 
geometrical concentration ratio (1/C where C=7.8) (Winston et al., 2005). 
All the parameters for the side-by-side system were assumed to be common 
values for standard components.

The relative uncertainties of the measuring instruments stated by the 
manufacturers are estimated for ideal measurement and installation condi-
tions. In practice, somewhat higher relative uncertainties were assumed in 
order to take into account a safety margin that includes inaccuracies related 
to the installation and operation of those instruments in our laboratory. The 
pyranometer relative uncertainty was assumed to be +-2%, the fl ow meter 
+-1% and the Pt100 temperature measurement +-2%. The temperature 
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dependence of the heat capacity and specifi c mass of the water was taken 
into account in the calculations. Hence, using the standard method of the 
square root of the quadratic sum for the uncertainty propagation, the global 
uncertainty of the effi ciency measurements was estimated to be 3%.

3.6 Measurement results and PV/T 
concentrating hybrid characterization

3.6.1 Electrical performance
In Figure 3.14 the system electrical beam effi ciency as a function of the 
water outlet temperature is presented. The measured electrical effi ciency 
is 6.4% at 25°C water outlet temperature while the temperature depend-
ence of the electric effi ciency is -0.3%/°C. The measured total peak power 
was 61 W/m² of total glazed area at 28°C inlet and 39°C outlet water 
temperature and 997 W/m² incident beam radiation.
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Figure 3.14 Measured electrical beam effi ciency per total glazed area for differ-
ent working temperatures and beam irradiation higher than 900 
W/m².

3.6.2 Thermal performance
The measured thermal beam effi ciency as a function of the working tem-
perature and incident radiation is presented in Figure 3.15. Using linear 
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approximation, the hybrid beam zero loss effi ciency F'(τα)n and the heat 
loss coeffi cient F'U0 were determined. They are equal to 0.45 and 1.9 
W/ºC/m² of total glazed area. The measured thermal peak power was 435 
W/m² of total glazed area at the same conditions described above.
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Figure 3.15 Measured thermal beam effi ciency per total glazed area for differ-
ent working temperatures and beam irradiation higher than 900 
W/m².

3.6.3 Incidence angle modifi er
During the morning and afternoon, the refl ection losses at the glass cover 
and absorber increase due to higher angles of incidence. This effect causes a 
drop in the thermal and electrical outputs. The measured sensitivity of the 
thermal and electrical effi ciency as a function of the angle of incidence is 
presented in Figure 3.16. The measured b0 fi tting the thermal and electric 
data was 0.14 and 0.28 respectively showing that higher angles of incidence 
have a greater impact on the electrical performance.
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Figure 3.16 Measured thermal and electrical incidence angle modifi er for beam 
radiation during one clear day and θ<60°.

3.7 Model validation
The hybrid measured parameters and the presumed parameters correspond-
ing to conventional PV modules and thermal collectors are summarized in 
Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. The corresponding generated thermal and electric 
power outputs illustrated in Figure 3.17 and Figure 3.18 show that good 
agreement between the hybrid model and measurements was achieved 
even during unstable days, validating the models.

Table 3.2 Parameters for electricity production used in the simulations, 
expressed by total glazed area. The hybrid parameters were meas-
ured while the ones for the PV module were assumed.

Model electrical parameters ηb_electric (25°C) Kd (-) KT  b0_electric 
   (-) (%/°C) (-)

Hybrid Electric 0.064 0.13 0.3  0.28
PV module 0.16 0.9 0.4  0.10
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Table 3.3 Parameters for hot water production used in the simulations, ex-
pressed by total glazed area. The hybrid parameters were measured 
while the ones for the fl at plate collector were assumed.

Model thermal  F'(τα)n Kd  F'U0  F'U1 b0_thermal 
parameters (-) (-) (W/m²°C) (W/m²°C2) (-)

Hybrid Thermal 0.45 0.13 1.9 0.0 0.14
(PV-ON)
Flat plate collector 0.8 0.9 3.6 0.014 0.15
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Figure 3.17 Thermal model and measurements during unstable irradiation 
day.
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Figure 3.18 Electrical model and measurements during unstable irradiation 
day.

3.8 Performance analysis and discussion
Following the measurement test method described above, a performance 
analysis procedure is proposed in this section. This consists of estimating 
the hybrid annual performance for different latitudes and comparing it 
with separate conventional PV modules and thermal collectors.

3.8.1 Tracking system
The tested hybrid system is thought to work with its tracking axis oriented 
in the east-west direction. Simulations were carried out to estimate the 
received irradiation by a tracking surface with the axis horizontally oriented 
in both the east-west and north-south directions for several climates at 
different latitudes. The results are given in Table 3.4. Analysing the results, 
one can conclude that it is always better to track the sun around an axis 
in the north-south direction, independently of the geographical position. 
(10% to 20% better) This effect is even more relevant when the system is 
moved closer to the equator where the sun reaches higher altitudes. All the 
following simulations take into account this result, estimating the annual 
outputs as if the hybrid were tracking the sun in a more productive way 
with its axis in the north-south direction.
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As it is known, concentrating solar systems can only make use of a frac-
tion of the incident diffuse light. In contrast, non-concentrating systems 
like standard PV modules and fl at plate collectors use the global irradiation. 
The concentrator can make use of the incoming beam irradiation plus 
(1/C) of the diffuse irradiation (Gb+Gd/C) on the collector plane (Winston 
et al., 2005). This comparison is presented in Table 3.4. The conclusion 
is that the global irradiation incident on a static surface is higher than 
the beam irradiation on a one-axis tracking concentrating surface. This 
means that, independently of its location, a non-concentrating fi xed col-
lector receives more usable irradiation than a tracking concentrating one 
like the studied hybrid (roughly 20% to 40% in this case). Closer to the 
equator, the beam irradiation values are higher and this result becomes less 
accentuated. This is even clearer as the concentration ratio increases.

Table 3.4 Annual output ratio between a north-south and a east-west 
oriented tracking axis; annual output ratio between the us-
able irradiation incident on a static and north-south tracking 
concentrating surface. (Optimal static surface inclination from 
horizontal corresponds to 40º in Stockholm, 30º in Lisbon and 
20º in Lusaka.)

Annual output ratio Stockholm  Lisbon  Lusaka
 (lat=59.2°N) (lat=38.7°N) (lat=15.4°S)

Output ratio N-S/E-W  1.10 1.14 1.19
tracking axis
Output ratio static/tracking  1.41 1.24 1.18
concentrating surfaces

3.8.2 Annual performance
Based on the system parameters previously presented in Table 3.2 and Table 
3.3, the total annual performance for the hybrid and the traditional side-
by-side system was calculated for the three different climates. These results 
are presented in Table 3.5. For Stockholm, the hybrid electric and thermal 
annual output is 45.1 kWh/m2,yr and 187.6 kWh/m2,yr, respectively. 
The PV module produces 164.5 kWh/m2,yr while the thermal collector 
generates 401.6 kWh/m2,yr.
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Table 3.5 Electric and thermal outputs of the hybrid and conventional 
side-by-side-system for domestic hot water application expressed 
per square metre of total glazed area.

Annual outputs per total Stockholm Lisbon Lusaka
glazed area (kWh/m2,yr) (lat=59.2°N) (lat=38.7°N) (lat=15.4°S)

Hybrid electric annual output 45.1 83.3 102.5
Hybrid thermal annual output 187.6 456.7 612.6
(Side-by-side system) 164.5 264.8 308.3
PV module annual output
(Side-by-side system) 401.6 887.7 1143.8
thermal collector annual output

3.8.3 Hybrid concentrator vs. standard PV module 
based on cell area

One of the most common arguments in favour of PV/T concentrating 
systems is their higher electric output when compared with a regular 
PV module with the same cell area. According to this point of view, the 
expensive cell area can be reduced and the thermal application can be 
considered just a plus on cooling down the cells. Hence, if the thermal 
output is neglected, the hybrid can even work at a high fl ow rate, making 
the cells colder and more effi cient. The production per cell area of the 
hybrid and the traditional PV module is presented in Table 3.6 and the 
ratio between the two annual electric outputs is shown in Figure 3.19. 
The results show that the concentrating hybrid cells produce 3.6 to 4.4 
times more electricity than a PV module with the same cell area. This 
kind of analysis provides very useful information concerning the real extra 
electricity production one gets with the use of the refl ector in different 
climates. For this simulation it was considered that the conventional PV 
module cells have 16% effi ciency at 25°C.
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Table 3.6 PV/T north-south concentrating hybrid and traditional PV 
module electric output comparison based on cell area. PV 
module inclination from the horizontal is set to optimum 
values of 40º in Stockholm, 30º in Lisbon and 20º in Lusaka. 
Acells_hybrid=0.33m2.

Electric annual output Stockholm Lisbon Lusaka
per cells area (kWh/m2,yr) (lat=59.2°N) (lat=38.7°N) (lat=15.4°S)

Hybrid tracking N-S (65°C) 626.5 1156.1 1422.2
Traditional static PV  173.2 278.7 324.5
module (25°C)
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Figure 3.19 Ratio between the hybrid and standard PV module annual electric 
production per cell area.

3.8.4 Hybrid concentrator vs. standard side-by-side 
system based on glazed area

In another point of view, since heat is the largest energy fraction produced 
by the hybrid, it should be considered as a valuable output taken into 
account when the concentrating hybrid is compared with a conventional 
system. Hence, the hybrid outputs were compared with an individual 
PV module and a solar thermal collector working separately for both 
domestic hot water production and pool heating. The parameters used 
in the simulation were presented in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3. The hybrid 
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comparison with the traditional side-by-side system based on their power 
outputs per total glazed area is presented in Figure 3.20. This is particularly 
useful for areas where the available space is a strong limitation. As it is 
generally accepted, probably the most expensive part of these two systems 
is the solar cells. Hence, it makes sense to compare them taking into ac-
count that the hybrid and the PV module in the traditional system have 
the same cell area. This is not the only way to compare the systems but it 
seems to be the more reasonable one. The results show that, regardless of 
whether the produced hot water is used for domestic hot water applica-
tion or for pool heating, the area by the traditional side-by-side system, 
which generates the same electrical and thermal outputs as the hybrid, is 
almost the same. This result is not obvious and is further considered in 
the discussion section.
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Figure 3.20 Ratio between side-by-side system and hybrid total glazed areas pro-
ducing the same electrical and thermal annual outputs for domestic 
hot water or pool heating.

3.8.5 Discussion
In this section the implication of the results concerning the measured 
hybrid parameters, the annual performance and the comparison with 
conventional systems is discussed.

Using the effi ciency per total glazed area one can estimate how much 
space one needs to reach the energy demand. It is then possible to deter-
mine, between several different hybrids, which one has the best perform-
ance for the space it uses and which hybrid is a reasonable choice for the 
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available space. The effi ciency per active glazed area may be said to be a 
more scientifi c indicator that allows a technical comparison between hy-
brids based on how well they perform with the radiation they can use.

As previously reported (Yoon and Garboushian, 1994), the electricity 
production temperature dependence of concentrating hybrids is different 
from that in a normal photovoltaic module. For this hybrid, the electrical 
effi ciency decrease as a function of temperature (KT) is approximately -
0.3%/°C whereas the typical value for a standard cell without concentration 
is -0.4%/°C (Wenham, 2007). There are two different reasons for this. The 
electrical effi ciency curve presented in Figure 3.14 was calculated based 
on the temperature of the water and not that of the cells. Due to heat 
transfer resistance between these two elements, the water temperature will 
be somewhat lower than the cell temperature. This temperature difference 
is inversely proportional to the amount of heat transferred between them 
and it will decrease with increasing water temperature at constant solar 
intensity. This implies a lower effi ciency temperature dependence of the 
hybrid, making the slope of the line slightly smoother (Figure 3.14). On 
the other hand, the temperature difference will increase with increasing 
radiation intensities at constant working temperature. This effect has a 
very low impact using the suggested test method since measurements were 
carried out only for high irradiation values according to the steady-state test 
method (Fisher et al., 2004). Possibly, in a future improved model, the cell 
effi ciency should be modelled to increase with decreased irradiance inten-
sities. The other effect is that a higher open-circuit voltage due to higher 
concentration actually reduces the temperature sensitivity of the cell (Yoon 
and Garboushian, 1994; Wenham et al., 2007). Previous experimental 
results have shown that the temperature infl uence in concentrating systems 
is lower, with 0.25%/°C drop in effi ciency for high concentration levels at 
around 25°C (Yoon and Garboushian, 1994). Hence, concentrators have 
an advantage when used at high temperature operation compared with a 
non concentrating photovoltaic module.

The tracking system analysis shows that a one-axis tracking system 
should rotate around an axis aligned in the north-south direction, inde-
pendently of its geographical location. If tilted towards the equator, the 
performance is further improved. Furthermore, a tracking concentrating 
system receives less usable radiation than a standard fl at fi xed collector. 
Consequently, the measured low hybrid effi ciencies together with low 
usable irradiation generate low annual outputs. Additionally, the area 
covered by a conventional side-by-side system is comparable to the one 
used by the hybrid producing the same outputs. As a result, it is diffi cult 
for a concentrating hybrid to compete with conventional alternatives.

The optical effi ciency is one of the factors that directly infl uence the 
fi nal electric effi ciency. The ideal thermal optical effi ciency of the hybrid 
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can be theoretically estimated taking into account several loss factors. 
These are: glass transmission, refl ectance factor and the absorptance and 
effi ciency of the PV cells. In the same way, it is also possible to theoreti-
cally calculate the ideal electrical effi ciency of the hybrid at 25°C. This is 
exemplifi ed by equation 3.13 and equation 3.14, respectively:
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The transmittance τ of the glass was measured to be 0.90 (Bernardo et 
al., 2007), while the refl ectance r is 0.90 (Alanod Solar, 2010) and the 
absorptance α of the solar cells was assumed to be 0.93 (Brogren et al., 
2001). Dividing the active thermal area by the total glazed area makes it 
possible to compare the theoretical calculations with the measurements. 
This analysis helps to understand why concentrating hybrids have lower 
effi ciencies than conventional thermal collectors and PV modules. Fur-
thermore, the theoretical values point out a general limitation to the fi nal 
effi ciencies of concentrating hybrids. As shown, the difference between the 
measured and the theoretical effi ciencies is not signifi cant. In the thermal 
case, this difference can mainly be explained by the refl ector shape inac-
curacies and because F’ was not taken into account. F’ can be diffi cult to 
estimate theoretically since the thermal absorber does not feature a selec-
tive surface and its conductance is also not known. In the electric case, 
the difference is related to uneven distribution of solar irradiation on the 
cells and light scattering after refl ection. 

This is one of the challenges to overcome in this new technology. Hav-
ing uniform radiation distribution over the PV module becomes especially 
critical for series connected cells since the one with the lowest output will 
limit the entire fi nal production (Sick and Erge, 1998; Coventry et al., 
2002; Nilsson, 2007). This concept is known as the “current matching 
problem” (Royne et al., 2005). In future models, local diodes should be 
installed over each cell in order to bypass the current over the poorest cells 
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and help minimize the impact of uneven radiation. Refl ector imprecision 
was not the only factor causing the decrease in the fi nal electric output. 
Local shading effects, tracking inaccuracies, and variation between cells 
were also some of the obstacles found in this and other previous studies, 
making it diffi cult to achieve the effi ciencies obtained when individual cells 
are tested under ideal conditions (Chow, 2010; Franklin and Coventry, 
2002). Similar effi ciency values were reported in recent studies of concen-
trating hybrids. Kostić et al. (2010) measured a thermal optical effi ciency 
of 37% and an average value of the daily electrical effi ciency of 3.7% in a 
hybrid using low concentrating fl at refl ectors. Also, Tripanagnostopoulos 
and Souliotis (2004) measured a thermal optical effi ciency between 50% 
and 64% in solar thermal collectors using low concentrating parabolic 
refl ectors. However, these last values would be further reduced in a PV/T 
hybrid since part of the irradiation would be used to produce electricity.

The system design still has margin for improvement on most of its 
components for future developments. It is very important that cells under 
concentration have very high effi ciency; the glass cover should have very 
high transmittance while optical errors in the refl ector should be avoided 
and refl ectance maximized. In future studies, an analysis of the aging of the 
cells and the effi ciency decrease with time should be performed. Also, it is 
recommended that not only the hybrid outputs but also the performance 
of the whole system should be estimated. In this further investigation it 
is relevant to know, among other factors, what are the hybrid application, 
the yearly load, its daily and annual profi le and the storage and auxiliary 
backup characteristics. Hence, it becomes possible to estimate the total 
system performance weighted with the investment and maintenance costs 
awarding different values to the electricity and thermal energy produced 
by the hybrid.

When it comes to possible applications for the hybrid, in view of the 
fact that the thermal output is much higher than the electrical output, it 
seems that the argument regarding the thermal output as just a benefi t one 
can get by cooling down the cells does not make sense. It is more realistic to 
think that, at present, PV/T hybrids can only become viable when a suitable 
application for the produced thermal energy is also found. The challenge 
is that the thermal system often requires a high temperature which reduces 
the PV module effi ciency. Therefore the optimum operating point should 
be defi ned by a cost analysis investigation. If the generated electricity can 
be directly connected to the grid, then the system area should be designed 
to cover the thermal load. When the analyzed hybrid is compared with 
a side-by-side system based on total glazed area the results show that, in 
terms of occupied space and global energy produced, there is no differ-
ence in having the hybrid working for domestic hot water production 
or pool heating. In this case, due to its lower F'U0 value compared with 
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the standard fl at plate collector, what is “lost” in electricity production at 
high temperatures is compensated for by thermal production at almost 
the same rate.
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4 Testing of the CPC 
collector system

4.1 Background
One of the most important goals to be achieved by a solar thermal system 
is a high annual solar fraction (Mills and Morrison, 2003; Helgesson 
et al., 2002). Generally, in geographical regions further away from the 
equator, the solar contribution profi le peaks during the summer months 
and decreases during the winter period. On the other hand, the domestic 
hot water load is fairly constant over the year. This means that the annual 
production and consumption profi les do not match. In addition, daily 
consumption profi les tend also not to match the solar daily production. 
In fact, the largest domestic hot water loads take place early in the morn-
ing and late in the afternoon or at night. During these periods the solar 
irradiation values are lower or inexistent. Consequently, the annual solar 
fraction of the system is reduced.

The main objective of the investigation was to evaluate the performance 
of the CPC collector system and compare it with that of a conventional 
fl at plate collector system. To the best of our knowledge there exists no 
validated model of a solar thermal system using this asymmetric compound 
parabolic collector design.

4.2 Collector design
A solar collector design in which a relatively expensive selective absorber 
material is replaced by cheap refl ectors was studied. A compound parabolic 
concentrator (CPC) collector with a geometrical concentration factor of 
1.5 has been developed (Helgesson, 2004 and Adsten et al., 2004). The 
collector consists of a refl ector, a bi-facial selective absorber and a sup-
port structure. The parabolic refl ector has an optical axis normal to the 
collector glass which defi nes the irradiation acceptance interval of the 
refl ector (Figure 4.1). Once the incident radiation is outside this interval, 
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the refl ectors do not redirect the incoming beam radiation to the absorber, 
and the optical effi ciency of the collector is reduced. Hence, the collector’s 
optical effi ciency changes throughout the year depending on the projected 
solar altitude. The tilt determines the amount of total annual irradiation 
kept within the acceptance interval. As a result, by varying the tilt, it is 
possible to increase the collector area without causing overproduction 
in the summer when the collector has lower optical effi ciency. Related 
concepts to this collector have been reported by Kothdiwala et al. (1995), 
Tripanagnostopoulos et al. (2000), Chaves and Pereira (2000), Mills and 
Morrison (2003).

  

Figure 4.1 Sketch of the compound parabolic concentrator collector profi le 
(Helgesson, 2004).

4.3 Evaluation method and model
Several measurements were carried out on the CPC collector in order to 
calculate the necessary parameters for the annual performance simulations. 
A simplifi ed dynamic test method for determination of non-linear optical 
and thermal characteristics with multiple linear regressions was used (Per-
ers, 1993; Perers, 1997). These parameters were then fed into a validated 
model in TRNSYS (Klein S., 2006) estimating the CPC collector system 
performance and comparing it with a fl at plate collector system.

In order to accurately determine the collector incidence angle modi-
fi ers, a special measurement procedure was performed. The biaxial method 
described by Nilsson et al. (2006) to model the incidence angle modifi ers 
in the transversal and longitudinal plan was used. Firstly, the infl uence of 
the glazing was measured in the longitudinal direction when the trans-
versal incident angle was kept constant. Secondly, the dependence of the 
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refl ector was measured on the transversal plane when the longitudinal 
incidence angle was also constant (Figure 4.2). In this study, the measured 
incidence angle modifi er curves were included in the model using high 
grade polynomial equations. Hence, interpolations were avoided and 
the accuracy of the model increased. A TRSNSYS model describing the 
whole solar collector system was created. The system main components 
are shown in Figure4.3. 

The domestic hot water load profi le was built based on that described 
by Widén et al., (2009) but scaled to the latest data on Swedish total hot 
water consumption (Stengård 2009). Seven different water draw-offs were 
performed during the day (Figure 4.4). Furthermore, the annual hot water 
consumption variation effect was also introduced and it is shown in Figure 
4.5 (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009c). The total annual consumption cor-
responds to 2050 kWh/year. The annual limit for the deterioration factor 
was set to 5000 ̊ Ch/year. This number represents a reasonable value for the 
maximum overproduction (100 hours of stagnation with 150˚C collector 
temperature, for example). Finally, by simulation iterations, the maximum 
collector area that corresponds to the maximum solar fraction but limts 
the overproduction to 5000 ˚Ch/year was determined.

  

Figure 4.2 Compound parabolic concentrator collector turned 90˚ during the 
autumn equinox
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Figure 4.3 Main components of the solar collector system model.
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Figure 4.4 Daily domestic hot water profi le.
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Figure 4.5 Yearly domestic hot water profi le.

4.4 Measurement results and collector 
characterisation

The CPC collector parameters, estimated using multi linear regression on 
the measured data, and the parameters assumed to be typical for conven-
tional fl at plate collectors, are presented in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Measured CPC collector parameters and presumed typical fl at 
plate collector parameters.

Parameters and units CPC collector  Flat plate collector 
 (measured) (presumed)

F'(τα)n (-) 0.64 0.8
F'(τα)n  Kd(-) 0.31 0.72
F’U0 / (W/m2,°C) 2.8 3.6
F’U1 /( W/m2,°C2) 0.035 0.014
bo_thermal (-) - 0.2
(mC)e /(J/m2 °C) 1923 8000
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Figure 4.6 shows the longitudinal and transversal beam incidence angle 
modifi ers describing the infl uence of glazing and refl ector, respectively. 
In order to obtain a symmetric curve for the longitudinal incidence angle 
modifi er, the Fresnel and Snell’s laws were used. The shown transversal 
incidence angle modifi er was measured.
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Figure 4.6 Refl ector and glazing incidence angle modifi ers during autumn 
equinox

4.5 Model validation
To validate the CPC collector model, the measured and modelled power 
outputs were compared during the test period (Figure 4.7). From the 
analysis of Figure 4.7, one can conclude that good agreement was found 
between the model and the measurements. In Figure 4.8 the modelled and 
measured power output are compared during a variable irradiation day. 
It was assumed that the CPC collector model is the only component that 
requires validation. The other components are standard and have been 
used with great reliability in the scientifi c community.
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Measured vs. modeled power output
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Figure 4.7 Modelled and measured power output data during the testing pe-
riod.
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4.6 Performance analysis and discussion
The maximum solar fraction achieved by both systems, for several dif-
ferent tilts, is presented in the left axis in Figure 4.9. The corresponding 
maximum collector area that limits the annual overproduction under 
5000˚Ch/year is shown in the right axis of the same fi gure. These values 
correspond to the simulation results based on the validated model of the 
CPC collector.
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Analysing the simulation results, it can be concluded that, at 50˚ tilt, 
the load adapted system achieves a solar fraction of 71% using 17 m2 of 
collector area compared to 66% and 7 m2 of a fl at plate collector system. 
In Figure 4.10, the annual production profi le of the two solar systems is 
presented for 50˚ tilt. One can notice the suppressed solar production dur-
ing the summer in the CPC collector and the overproduction moved to 
the spring and autumn periods. When the CPC collector system achieves 
higher solar fractions than the fl at plate collector system, it requires, at 
least, 2.4 times more collector area. Taking into account that the selective 
absorber surface of the CPC collector is 1/3 of its total glazed area (Figure 
4.1), one can conclude that the concentrating collector makes use of less 
absorber area. Obviously, this performance comparison is sensitive to the 
parameters assumed for the conventional fl at plate collector. Nevertheless, 
there is an exaggerated optical effi ciency decrease to less than half causing 
underproduction during the summer. If the refl ector is improved, the CPC 
collector will achieve higher performances for the same collector area and 
become a more competitive solution when produced in a cheap way.
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5 Simulations of the 
retrofi tted solar thermal 
systems

5.1 Background
Since the solar tank is one of the most expensive components in a solar 
thermal system, retrofi tting existing domestic hot water tank heaters when 
a new system is installed can reduce its total investment cost. Hence, the 
main boundary of this investigation was to use the most common type of 
existing heater in single family houses in Sweden. This information is very 
important for the system design but also very hard to attain. To the best 
of our knowledge, there is no offi cial data concerning the most common 
tank size in such houses. According to the Swedish domestic hot water 
heater manufacturers, installers, plumbers and researchers in the fi eld, 
the most common tank size in Swedish single family houses is 200 litres 
to 300 litres, depending on the family size. In any case, the tank volume 
tends to be proportional to the family size. Thus, the trend is that higher 
loads also correspond to higher available storage volumes and the system 
design strategy does not change. On the other hand, the average domestic 
hot water load in single family houses is documented. Preliminary results 
showed that retrofi tting a 300 litre tank for such a domestic hot water 
load would achieve a higher annual solar fraction than using a 200 litre 
tank. Hence, to work on the safe side, it was decided to retrofi t a 200 litre 
tank. If such a system achieves satisfactory performances the same should 
happen if a 300 litre tank is retrofi tted instead.

Because of higher transfer rates due to a pump consuming very little 
energy, forced circulation systems can generally achieve higher perform-
ances than natural convection driven systems (Liu and Davidson, 1995). 
Hence, a forced circulation fl ow system was used when connecting solar 
collectors to conventional domestic hot water tank heaters. Since forced 
circulation is used, almost any kind of storage tank can be retrofi tted when 
new solar thermal system is installed. This was carried out by means of 
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two pumps, one in the tank loop and the other in the solar collector loop. 
Four different system confi gurations were simulated in TRNSYS (Klein et 
al., 2006). Their annual performance was estimated and compared with 
that of a standard solar thermal system.

5.2 System confi gurations
Four different simulation models of the retrofi tted system were created 
in TRNSYS software. Also, a conventional solar thermal system was ana-
lysed. Some of the systems details are not revealed due to patent pending. 
Each system model is made up of a solar collector array, storage tank/s, 
auxiliary heater, heat exchanger between the collector and the tank loops, 
circulation pump/s, and radiation processor. According to the statistics 
and as described previously in the chapter “Testing of the CPC collec-
tor system” the total annual domestic hot water consumption was 2050 
kWh/year (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009b). The criterion used to design 
the collector array was to maximise the annual solar fraction but limit the 
overproduction under a certain point. Hence, by means of simulation, the 
maximum collector area that ensures the maximum solar fraction under 
the overproduction limit was determined for each system confi guration.

The different confi gurations of all the analysed systems are shown 
in Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.5. The retrofi tted systems were organized in 
increasing steps of complexity which also correspond to higher energy 
performances.

The fi rst system sketch (Figure 5.1) represents a model of a standard 
solar thermal system. The tank has an internal heat exchanger and auxiliary 
heater. The reservoir volume was set to 255 litres to match the volume 
of the retrofi tted system with the best performance (retrofi tted system 
4, Figure 5.5). Hence, since the collector array is also the same in both 
systems, the difference in their performances expresses only the different 
tank models and system confi gurations.

Retrofi tted system 1 consists of assembling new solar collectors to an 
existing tank heater in a very simple way. An external heat exchanger makes 
the connection between the collector and the tank loops. These two loops 
are separated to avoid mixing between the freezing protection fl uid running 
in the collector absorber and the domestic hot water inside the tank. One 
of the main challenges building the retrofi tted system was to deal with a 
reduced number of pipe connections on the existing heaters. As shown in 
Figure 5.2, a conventional solar storage tank has four connections. Two 
correspond to the collector charging circuit and two others correspond to 
the domestic hot water consumption circuit. As exemplifi ed in the same 
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fi gure, the retrofi tted tank heaters have only two connections correspond-
ing to the load. In order to overcome this technical challenge, the working 
period of the pump placed on the tank loop must be controlled with the 
domestic hot water draw-offs so they do not occur at the same time. This 
was performed in such a way that when no hot water was required, the 
pump was able to charge the tank. At the time of draw-offs, the pump was 
turned off and the incoming cold water was pressed in the bottom of the 
tank, replacing the outgoing domestic hot water at the top.

The next increase in complexity on the retrofi tted system is shown in 
Figure 5.3. In retrofi tted system 2, the auxiliary heater was moved to the 
side arm aiming to achieve stratifi cation in the tank. The heater and the 
pump on the tank loop were turned on when charging of the tank was 
necessary.

In retrofi tted system 3, a small 55 litre auxiliary heater storage was 
added to the system in parallel with the retrofi tted tank (Figure 5.4). 
Consequently, the retrofi tted storage was exclusively used for solar hot 
water and, as long as there is available hot water above the domestic hot 
water load temperature, the water inside the auxiliary heater tank will 
not be used.

Finally, the last retrofi tted system, retrofi tted system 4, consists of 
connecting the small heater storage to the existing heater in series instead 
(Figure 5.5). Thus, when hot water is drawn off by the user, the water at 
the top of the solar storage is pushed to the bottom of the small heater.

  

Figure 5.1. Sketch of the standard solar thermal system for domestic hot water 
production.
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Figure 5.2. Retrofi tted system 1 - simple retrofi tting of existing hot water heaters 
for domestic hot water production.

 

Figure 5.3. Retrofi tted system 2 - retrofi tted system with auxiliary heater on the 
side-arm for domestic hot water production.
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Figure 5.4. Retrofi tted system 3 - retrofi tted system with an additional tank heater 
connected in parallel for domestic hot water production.

 

Figure 5.5. Retrofi tted system 4 - retrofi tted system with an additional tank heater 
connected in series for domestic hot water production.
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5.3 Simulation results and discussion
The simulation results of the annual solar fraction for every system are 
presented in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Annual solar fraction of the various retrofi tted systems and the 
standard solar thermal system.

System name Annual solar fraction (%)

Standard system 52
Retrofi tted system 1 6
Retrofi tted system 2 15
Retrofi tted system 3 42
Retrofi tted system 4 53

The standard solar thermal system achieves a common value of annual 
solar fraction for the given load and climate in southern Sweden. When it 
comes to the retrofi tted system 1 the estimated value for the solar fraction 
was 6%. The main reason for such low performance is the placing of the 
auxiliary heater at the tank bottom. This makes it impossible to establish 
any tank stratifi cation. Also, incoming cold water at the bottom is continu-
ously demanding auxiliary energy every time a draw-off takes place.

The results show that the annual solar fraction of retrofi tted system 2 
increases only to 15%. For such confi guration, the upper volume of the 
tank is heated to 60˚C while the bottom receives cold water almost con-
tinuously due to the daily draw-off schedule (see Figure 4.4). Due to the 
position of the tank inlets, the cold water at the tank bottom is heated by 
the collectors and placed at the very top of the tank. Since during long 
periods of the year the collector does not manage to heat up the water over 
60˚C, the tank top temperature decreases and stratifi cation is destroyed. 
Consequently, the auxiliary heater is turned on during many hours of the 
year decreasing the annual solar fraction.

The estimated solar fraction of retrofi tted system 3 was 42%. Since 
it was diffi cult to achieve stratifi cation inside the retrofi tted tank due to 
the position of its inlets, the auxiliary heater was placed in another tank. 
Hence, the retrofi tted tank will work at lower temperatures increasing the 
collector working hours and effi ciency. In addition, a new well insulated 
hot temperature tank provides the extra energy when solar energy is not 
available. One can say that the system “stratifi cation” is achieved by two 
tanks with low stratifi cation but working at different average temperatures. 
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For this particular confi guration, the thermostat set-point temperature of 
the small tank does not signifi cantly infl uence the annual performance. 
This is because the water in both tanks does not mix and the heat losses 
of the auxiliary tank are small.

Finally, the estimated annual solar fraction for retrofi tted system 4 is 
53%. The reason why the solar fraction of the series connected system 
is higher than the parallel connection is not obvious. The main reason 
is that, during the summer period when solar hot water is available over 
60˚C, the total storage volume of the series connected system is increased 
to 255 litres, since both tanks are connected in series and no auxiliary 
energy is needed.

Contrary on what happens with retrofi tted system 3, the preset tem-
perature of the heater in retrofi tted system 4 infl uences signifi cantly the 
annual performance. In fact, if the small heater connected in series is set 
to 80°C, the solar fraction decreases from 53% to 32% while the parallel 
connected system decreases only from 42% to 38%. This means that the 
system performing best depends on the auxiliary storage setup temperature 
(Figure 5.6). Simulation shows that if the auxiliary heater temperature is set 
to 70°C, retrofi tted system 3 and 4 have approximate performances. These 
results are better understood by taking particular examples for different 
situations. If the temperature inside the retrofi tted tank is 70°C and the 
tank heater temperature set to 60°C (Figure 5.7a and Figure 5.7b), there 
is no need to use auxiliary energy in both systems during a draw-off that 
requires 50°C. However, the series connected system has the advantage 
of saving energy since 70°C water enters the small tank and turns off the 
heater set to 60°C. Also, the total storage volume for solar hot water is 
increased to 255 litres since both tanks are connected in series. On the 
other hand, if one studies the case of having 70°C in the retrofi tted tank 
but 80°C in the tank heater (Figure 5.7c and Figure 5.7d), the result is 
different. In the parallel connected system (Figure 5.7c), all the water is 
drawn from the retrofi tted tank with no use of auxiliary energy. In the 
series connected system (Figure 5.7d), 70°C water is pushed in the small 
tank which uses auxiliary energy to heat it up to 80°C. Generalising the 
previous example one concludes the following:

• Temperature inside the retrofi tted tank lower than the load (Tsolar<50°C): 
calculation shows that the parallel connection presents a slightly bet-
ter performance. The solar hot water is used for preheating and saves 
energy to the auxiliary heater in both systems.

• Temperature inside the retrofitted tank higher than the load 
but lower than the set point temperature of the auxiliary heater 
(50°C>Tsolar<Tauxiliar): the parallel connected system performs better 
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since no auxiliary energy is required, contrary to the series connected 
system.

• Temperature inside the retrofi tted tank higher than the set point tem-
perature of the auxiliary heater (Tsolar>Tauxiliar): the series connected 
system performs better since it saves energy to the auxiliary heater and 
increases the total solar hot water volume to both storages.

Hence, the period when the parallel connection is clearly advantageous over 
the series connection is during intervals where the temperature inside the 
retrofi tted tank is higher than the load requested temperature but lower 
than the preset temperature in the tank heater. This period becomes short 
if the thermostat temperature is set to 60°C and thus the series connected 
system achieves the highest performance over the year.
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Figure 5.6. Solar fraction temperature dependence of the parallel and series con-
nected systems.
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Figure 5.7 Solar fraction results of: a) parallel connected system and 60°C 
thermostat temperature b) series connected system and 60°C thermo-
stat temperature c) parallel connected system and 80°C thermostat 
temperature d) series connected system and 80°C thermostat tem-
perature
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6 Discussion and 
conclusions

An advanced solar thermal system for domestic hot water production 
for electrically heated houses has been developed. The system consists of 
retrofi tting existing domestic water heaters when solar collectors are in-
stalled. Two different collectors were tested outdoors: a low concentrating 
PV/T hybrid and a CPC-thermal collector. The concentrating hybrid was 
chosen since it aims to produce both hot water and electricity at a lower 
cost than a fl at plate collector and a PV module working side-by-side. 
The CPC-collector aims to adapt the solar production to the domestic 
hot water load profi le in order to achieve a higher annual solar fraction 
than a conventional fl at plate collector. Both collectors were modelled in 
TRNSYS software and validated against measured data. Finally, a proto-
type of the retrofi tted system was built for testing in the laboratory. Its 
design was built according to the simulation results which indicated the 
confi guration with the best performance.

Previously, results were presented concerning the analysis of a con-
centrating PV/T hybrid, a CPC collector and different confi gurations of 
retrofi tting existing tank heaters for solar thermal collectors. In the next 
subsections, the implication of these results on how to reduce the electricity 
consumption in single family electrically heated houses is discussed.

6.1 PV/T concentrating hybrid
The working temperature of a concentrating PV/T hybrid directly infl u-
ences the production of heat and electricity. It is very important that the 
outlet temperature matches the load requirements. There are mainly two 
different strategies: either set the collector outlet at low temperatures to 
decrease the cell temperature and increase the electricity production or 
set the outlet temperature to high temperatures in order to collect heat at 
“usable” temperatures with lower electrical effi ciencies. Either way, since 
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concentrating refl ectors are used, relatively cold water must be available the 
whole year to prevent overheating damage to the cells. This is not possible 
for most domestic hot water applications in single family houses. For such 
applications the available cold water is dependent on the load profi le and 
the available volume is limited by the existing tank size (usually 200 l-300 
l). Hence, collectors in domestic hot water systems should be prepared to 
deal with stagnation. This becomes a problem for a concentrating hybrid 
since stagnation implies a temperature rise that would damage the cells. If 
a PV driven pump was used the fl ow speed would be proportional to the 
incident solar irradiation. Even in this case, the problem of having cold 
water temperatures to cool down the module every time solar irradiation 
is available would still remain.

Concentrating hybrids are probably more suitable in other kinds of 
systems. Such an example is residences with a pool that can work as a heat 
sink. Other possible applications are hotels or multifamily buildings with 
a high domestic hot water demand capable of continuously providing 
water at relatively low temperatures. For these applications, whether to 
set the collector outlet to high or low temperatures depends on how the 
electricity production decreases with temperature and the value attributed 
to the produced heat and electricity. For high temperature applications 
which prioritise heat production at higher temperatures, the hybrid size 
should be designed to match the heat load while the generated electricity 
is sent to the electric grid. Another option would be to use the tempera-
ture available in the ground or in the air to continuously cool down the 
receiver. This would remove heat from the solar cells and discharge it to 
the ground or the air. Taking into account that the main energy output 
from a concentrating hybrid is heat, it seems diffi cult that such a system 
is profi table.

The question is whether there is any PV/T hybrid collector suitable 
for single family domestic hot water applications. If a non concentrating 
fl at PV/T hybrid were used, the cells would not be under dangerous light 
concentration. Moreover, the stagnation temperature of such a hybrid 
would be reduced if low back insulation were used. In fact, cooling would 
not be vital for these cells since without it they would not be damaged. 
Only the electric effi ciency would be affected. Such a hybrid would be 
more convenient for a domestic hot water system where cold water is not 
always available during the year. Cold water available at the tank bottom 
is used to decrease the cell temperature and to store heat. If the tank is full 
of hot water, no water runs in the absorber and the PV/T hybrid behaves 
like a PV module with a lower effi ciency.

Also, for a fl at PV/T hybrid the working temperature directly infl uences 
the hybrid outputs. To better understand the impact on the generated heat 
and electricity for different working temperatures, simple simulations were 
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carried out for a fl at PV/T hybrid. These results are used to roughly estimate 
the impact of different fl ow controls and should only be taken as a refer-
ence. The fl at PV/T annual outputs were compared with a conventional 
system made of a fl at plate collector and a PV module working together 
side-by-side. Both analysed systems are represented in Figure 6.1. The 
PV/T system glazed area is 1 m2 while the side-by-side system is made of 1 
m2 of a fl at plate collector and 1 m2 of a PV module. Winsun, a TRNSYS 
based software for collector components, was used (Winsun Villa Software, 
2009). The simulations were performed at a component level which means 
that only the outputs from the collectors were accounted for. High collec-
tor outlet temperatures were assumed to correspond to domestic hot water 
production (DHW) while low temperatures to preheating. Since no system 
is taken into account for such preliminary analysis, the collector outlet 
temperatures were set to be constant over the year. The thermal collector 
data for system 1 and system 2 is presented in Table 6.1. The average col-
lector temperatures for each application are also shown. In Table 6.2 the 
PV module data for both systems is presented. It was assumed that both 
systems use the same type of solar cells and that these are series connected. 
Hence, the temperature conditioning the electrical output is the highest 
temperature in each PV module (Table 6.2). Finally, the annual output 
ratio between both systems is shown in Table 6.3. 

Figure 6.1 Side-by-side and hybrid system sketches.

Table 6.1 Thermal collector data for system 1 and system 2.

  System 1 thermal System 2 thermal

F'(τα)n  (-) 0.8 0.65
F’U0 (W/(m2°C)) 3.6 6
F’U1 (W/(m2°C2)) 0.014 0.014
Tm (preheating) (°C) 15 15
Tm (DHW) (°C) 40 40
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Table 6.2 PV module data for system 1 and system 2.

 PV module

η_electrical (25°C) (-) 0.15
KT (%/°C) 0.40
System 1 highest temperature (°C) 30
System 2 highest temperature (DHW) (°C) 70
System 2 highest temperature (preheating) (°C) 20

Table 6.3 Annual energy output ratio System2/System1.

 System2/System1 System2/System1
 (DHW) (preheating)

Heat 0.51 0.78
Electricity 0.84 1.04

Results show that, for low temperature applications, the heat and electric-
ity production of the hybrid system are not signifi cantly affected when 
compared with a conventional side-by-side system. Actually, the cells in 
the hybrid system are cooled down and increase their production com-
pared with a conventional PV module. Despite the high heat loss factor 
of the hybrid, the collector effi ciency is not signifi cantly reduced since it 
works close to ambient temperatures. Furthermore, the fl at PV/T hybrid 
produces almost the same outputs as the side-by-side system but uses only 
half the space. When it comes to higher outlet temperatures, the hybrid 
heat production is halved while the electricity production decreases by 
16% when compared with a conventional system. In any of the cases, 
the fl at hybrid produces more energy per glazed area than a conventional 
side-by-side system.

The conclusion whether to use a concentrating or a fl at PV/T hybrid 
can only be answered by a detailed cost analysis. Such investigation should 
assign different weights to the produced electricity and heat depending on 
the application. However, as described in the chapter “Testing of the PV/T 
concentrating hybrid”, the use of concentrators implies lower usable annual 
irradiation levels together with lower effi ciencies. A concentrating collector 
tracking around an axis aligned in the north-south direction receives 20% 
to 40% less usable irradiation than a static fl at surface. In the particular case 
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study, the measured zero-loss effi ciency of the concentrating hybrid was 
45%, the F'U0-value 1.9 W/m²°C and electric effi ciency 6.4% (at 25°C). 
This combination of low effi ciency together with low usable irradiation 
makes it diffi cult for concentrating hybrids to compete with a fl at plate 
collector and a PV module working side-by-side. Also they require very 
specifi c system applications to be viable. Hence, it is logical to conclude 
that only a concentrating hybrid of very good cost-effectiveness and highly 
effi cient cells could compete with conventional systems. Such cost effec-
tiveness is easier to achieve when higher concentrations are used to make 
use of the cheaper refl ector material compared to that of solar cells.

For all the previously mentioned reasons, the concentrating hybrid was 
found not to be a suitable solution on retrofi tting tank heaters in practice. 
The use of thermal collectors for high solar fraction thermal systems was 
further investigated. Hence, the performance of a conventional fl at plate 
collector system was compared to a CPC load adapted collector system 
for domestic hot water production in single family houses.

6.2 CPC collector system
Simulation results using the validated model of the CPC collector showed 
that the CPC collector system achieves a higher annual solar fraction than 
a conventional fl at plate collector system. The measured zero-loss effi ciency 
of the CPC collector was 64% while the heat loss factors F'U0 and F'U1 
were 2.8 W/m²,°C and 0.035 W/m²,°C2, respectively. The effi ciency values 
assumed to be representative of a conventional fl at plate collector were an 
optical effi ciency of 80% and heat loss factor of 3.6 W/m²,°C and 0.014 
W/m²,°C2. From the simulation results one concludes that, at 50° tilt in 
Lund, the CPC-collector system achieves a solar fraction of 71% using 17 
m² of collector area compared with 66% and 7 m² of a fl at plate collector 
for the same design guidelines. This means that the CPC-collector uses 
2.4 more collector area than a fl at plate collector. However, the CPC-col-
lector glass area is 3 times larger than the absorber area meaning that the 
CPC collector uses a smaller absorber. Hence, the higher performance and 
smaller absorber surface must compensate for the costs on having extra 
material such as refl ectors, glass area, frames and possible diffi culties in 
producing a parabolic refl ector.

Both systems were designed to maximise their annual solar fraction 
but to limit the annual overproduction under a certain point. The aim 
was to introduce in the solar system design a deterioration factor that 
limits dangerous overproduction levels capable of permanently damag-
ing the system components. This was carried out by considering not only 
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the number of stagnation hours but also how much the collector outlet 
temperature rose over 100 ̊ C during stagnation periods. The annual limit 
for the deterioration factor was set to 5000 ˚Ch/year. This corresponds 
to a reasonable maximum overproduction level (100 hours of stagnation 
with 150˚C collector temperature, for example). Further work is needed 
to understand how to account for overproduction in the system design 
in a more precise way. The assumed design guideline should be seen as 
a fi rst iteration step in that direction. In a future analysis that takes into 
account the cost of every component, the system will be designed in order 
to improve its cost effectiveness. Another aspect of interest in the simula-
tion results were the relatively high solar fraction values. These are mainly 
explained by the tank model used in the simulations. In such a tank model, 
the incoming water is placed at a height in the tank that has the closest 
matching temperature. Hence, very high stratifi cation and consequently 
high solar performances were achieved. This simple tank model allowed 
time saving both in building the system model and the running period 
of the simulations.

For this analysis the important investigation to be performed is to con-
clude which solar thermal collector system performs best. For this reason, 
the signifi cant result is the comparison between the performance of the 
two systems rather than the absolute values of their annual solar fraction. 
Since both system models are designed in the same way, the inaccuracies 
of one model are also present in the other one, making the comparison 
results valid. As the comparison results show, the collector achieving the 
highest annual performance was the CPC load adapted collector. This 
collector was then further used in the retrofi tting system models.

6.3 Retrofi tted system
Several retrofi tting simulation models were created in order to estimate 
their annual performances and understand what the best confi guration is. 
A comparison with a conventional fl at plate system was also performed. 
In total four retrofi tted system models were built ranging from simple 
connections to more advanced confi gurations. However, the complexity 
was never raised up to a level that would be technically diffi cult to build 
such a system in practice. Also, it was avoided to design confi gurations 
that would predictably cause such a rise on the investment cost that would 
be hardly paid back by the increase in energy savings. Simulation results 
show that it is diffi cult to achieve stratifi cation when solar collectors are 
directly connected to conventional tank heaters. This is valid even if the 
auxiliary heater at the bottom of the tank is not used. This is due to their 
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inlet/outlet connection confi guration. The best retrofi tted confi guration 
consists of connecting the existing water heater to a new small tank in 
series. Hence, the retrofi tted tank will work together with the collectors 
at lower temperatures while the small additional tank works as a well in-
sulated auxiliary heater. Consequently, during long periods of the year the 
collectors will work at low temperature conditions increasing the annual 
working hours and effi ciency. The water heated by the collectors is then 
stored in the retrofi tted tank and used for preheating the auxiliary heater. 
Since the tanks are series connected, when solar hot water is available the 
auxiliary heater is turned off and the whole storage volume is increased. 
One can say that the “system stratifi cation” is achieved by means of two 
separate tanks featuring low stratifi cation levels working at different tem-
peratures. Preliminary simulation results show that the best retrofi tted 
system achieves a performance comparable with that of a standard solar 
thermal system. This corresponds to an annual solar fraction of approxi-
mately 50%. Future work on the validation of these models will bring more 
accuracy to the results. Nevertheless, this comparative analysis is the proper 
investigation to be performed at this stage. If the studied system proves to 
be cost effective, this can be a very attractive solution not only due to its 
fl exibility on retrofi tting almost any kind of existing storage tank but also 
to its combination with new conventional tank heaters which industry is 
well developed and covers a world-wide market. Thus, a prototype of the 
best retrofi tting confi guration was built at the laboratory under continu-
ous and detailed monitoring.

With the suggested solar thermal system installation, energy is saved 
directly on the consumer side where electricity cost is highest. On the 
contrary, if solar was used for large scale production, every saved energy 
unit would correspond to a saving cost of the electricity production before 
all the taxes and profi ts are added. This corresponds roughly to only 30% 
of the fi nal electricity price (Figure 1.8 in the “Introduction” chapter). 
When installed on the end-user, every saved energy unit corresponds to 
the cost that accounts not only for electricity production but also the 
network company profi ts and all the taxes (electricity grid tax, energy tax 
and value added tax).

Also, if an air-to-air heat pump is installed, there is no “competition” 
between the energy produced by solar and the heat pump. On the other 
hand, when a solar thermal system is combined with an air-water heat 
pump, the situation is different. Every energy unit produced by the solar 
thermal system will only save a third or a quarter of the same quantity 
of electricity to the heat pump depending on its coeffi cient of operation. 
With an air-air heat pump, solar provides savings to the domestic hot 
water production while the heat pump provides savings to space heating. 
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This explains why this is probably one of the best applications for solar 
energy in Sweden.

At this point of the research work it is roughly estimated that, after 
the proposed energy renovation measures, the electricity consumption in 
electrically heated single family houses will be almost halved (Figure 6.2). 
For this calculation the approximate average loads corresponding to space 
heating, domestic hot water and domestic electricity were 9000 kWh/year 
(Swedish Energy Agency, 2009b), 2100 kWh/year (Stengård, 2009) and 
6000 kWh/year (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009b), respectively. To estimate 
the decreases in energy use it was assumed that an air-to-air heat pump 
with coeffi cient of operation of 3 to 4 together with extra insulation and 
new windows would reduce the space heating load to one third. Also, the 
domestic hot water load was reduced to half since the retrofi tted system 
calculations estimated an annual solar fraction of 50%. At this point no 
measures are planned to reduce the domestic electricity consumption. This 
means a total energy decrease estimated at 40%.

Theoretically, if all the existing half a million electrically heated single 
family houses carried out these energy renovation measures, the potential 
for electricity savings would be around 3.5 TWh/year. Since Sweden is an 
electricity exporter, this saving can be seen as a potential increase for export 
to other countries such as Germany and Poland which use coal-fi red power 
plants. These energy renovation measures and their impact on the energy 
savings will be further investigated during our future work.
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measures.
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7 Future work

The remaining work to be carried out during the fi nal period of our re-
search is listed below.

7.1 Validation of the solar thermal systems 
models

One of the fi rst assignments to be carried out during the continuation of 
our research work is to describe in detail the three monitored solar thermal 
systems built in the laboratory. After this, the collected measured data 
from the experimental setup will be analysed. With this information the 
previously described simulation models for the retrofi tting will be adjusted 
to match the measurement results. At that point it will be important to 
accurately estimate the absolute value of the annual energy savings of the 
retrofi tted system. Such savings will then be converted into costs savings 
on auxiliary energy and used in the economical assessment calculations.

7.2 Economical assessment of the 
retrofi tted system

Having a validated result of the retrofi tted thermal systems performance 
makes it possible to carry out an economical assessment. In such an evalua-
tion the life cycle cost of three different alternatives will be estimated. These 
are: keep the old domestic hot water system as it is and do not invest in a 
new solar thermal system; scrap the existing water heater and install a new 
conventional solar thermal system; retrofi t the existing water heater while 
installing the solar thermal system using the studied confi guration.
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7.3 Sketch of the retrofi tting component 
prototype

Following the economical assessment it is then time to draw a general 
diagram of the prototype component that makes it possible to connect 
new solar collectors to existing conventional domestic hot water heaters. 
Such a component is the key not only for the retrofi tting but also for us-
ing new water heaters. This will be the very practical base for a possible 
continuation of the project on the implementation of the product in real 
applications and in the market.

7.4 Model of an electrically heated 
conventional single family house 
and the impact of each renovation 
measure on its annual energy 
performance

The last step in the research work is to integrate the model of the developed 
retrofi tted system into an accurate model of a typical electrically heated 
single family house in Sweden. Also, the impact on house energy perform-
ance will be estimated for every energy renovation measure. These include 
the installation of an air-air heat pump, new energy effi cient windows and 
extra insulation in the most appropriate locations.
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Abstract 

The purpose of this study was testing and performance simulation of an innovative tracking 
hybrid solar system being developed by the Swedish Company Arontis. The Solar8 collector 
produces both electrical and thermal energy in one system. Its performance was compared with 
conventional photovoltaic panels and solar thermal collectors working side-by-side which are 
already on the market. The solar8 sample tested in Lund is a prototype designed for small 
demonstration projects and further development is ongoing. 
The evaluation shows that the thermal collector has an overall heat loss coefficient of 3.1 
W/(m2.ºC), an optical efficiency of 65% and an electrical efficiency at 25ºC of 8% per active 
glazed area. If we account the total glazed area instead, the thermal collector has an overall heat 
loss coefficient of 2.5 W/(m2.ºC), an optical efficiency of 52% and an electric efficiency at 25ºC 
of 6%. The electric efficiency of the bare cells is 16%. Annual performance simulations were 
carried out for the Swedish (Stockholm), Portuguese (Lisbon) and Zambian (Lusaka) climate. 
From the simulations one can conclude that: Solar8 can be replaced by a traditional PV-thermal 
collector side-by-side system using less space and producing the same electric and thermal 
outputs; tracking around one axis placed in North-South direction is considerably better then 
tracking around an axis set on East-West direction; the global irradiation on a static surface is 
always higher when compared with the beam irradiation towards a tracking concentrating 
surface; the ratio between electric and thermal output decreases when Solar8 is moved to the 
equator. 
Keywords: Solar8, Solar Hybrids, Photovoltaic Thermal Concentrators, PVT 

 
1. Introduction 

The overall problem with the use of PV-systems is the high cost of the solar cells. This makes it 
appealing to concentrate irradiation on the PV module in order to minimise the required PV-area for 
the same output. With increased light concentration, there will be a demand of increased cooling on the 
PV cells in order to lower the working temperature preventing damages and maintaining cell 
efficiency. Solar8 is a photovoltaic/thermal parabolic concentrating system that tracks and concentrates 
light into a water cooled photovoltaic module working as a thermal absorber. By using the heat 
generated in the absorber, the photovoltaic/thermal device (PVT) generates not only electrical, but also 
thermal energy (Fig. 1). The photovoltaic module is formed by two sections, each one with 32 cells. 
These sections can be connected both in series and parallel. Generally, a concentrating system with a 
large number of series connected cells like Solar8 is highly sensitive of local defects in the optical 
system and on the solar cells, supposed to receive an equal amount of irradiation. The total electric 
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output is limited by the output coming from the poorest cell since all the cells are series connected. 
This is one of the challenges to overcome in this new technology. Local diodes installed in each cell 
can be able to bypass the current over the poorest cells and help reducing the problem with uneven 
radiation. 

 

Fig. 1. Solar8 trough in Energy and Building Design Laboratory, Lund Technical University (LTH). 

 
It is important to notice that the production of both heat and electricity is favoured by lowering the 
operating temperature. However a minimum water temperature is generally required by the given 
application involving higher working temperature on the cells. Due to lower insulation, the hybrid 
system thermal losses are higher when compared to a normal solar collector. Hence, it is expected that 
a flat plate hybrid system will deliver approximately 10% less electricity and 10% less heat compared 
to a thermal collector beside a PV module with the same cells amount 1 . It is also important to have 
in mind that when an electric load is connected to the PV cells, the thermal efficiency is further 
decreased since part of the radiation is converted into electricity. 

 
3. Measurement results and system design 

3.1. Electrical performance 
During this study it was not possible to measure the cells temperature directly since the trough 
structure is closed. Hence, the average water temperature running inside the thermal absorber at the 
moment of the electrical efficiency measurement is presented instead. Using the maximum electric 
power extracted by Solar8 together with the incident beam irradiation it was possible to estimate the 
electrical efficiency behaviour of the system depending on its working temperature (Fig. 2). 

From the linear representations of the electrical performance it is possible to estimate that the electrical 
efficiency is 8.3% per active glazed area and 6.3% per total glazed area at 25ºC average water 
temperature running inside the thermal absorber. The slope of the electrical performance trend lines 
fits fairly close the classical 0.4% drop in efficiency per ºC in cells temperature increase. For this 
study, active area was defined as the maximum glazed area the system can make use of. 
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Fig. 2. Electrical efficiency calculated per active glazed area and total glazed area for different working 
temperatures. Linear adjustments representative of the electrical performance of the trough. 

(Aactive elect.= 3.5m2 Atotal=4.6m2). 

 
3.2. Thermal performance 
Using linear adjustments, the hybrid optical efficiency η0(-) and the thermal losses coefficient 
U(W/m2ºC) were calculated. The thermal losses coefficient is the slope of the thermal efficiency 
estimated linear behaviour while the optical efficiency is the interception of that line with the yy axis 
(Fig. 3 and Table 1). The optical efficiency represents the thermal efficiency when there are no thermal 
losses since the ambient temperature is the same as the average temperature in the thermal receiver. 
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Fig. 3. Assumed linear thermal behaviour based on thermal efficiency measurements calculated per active glazed 
area and total glazed area. The efficiency was estimated based on measurements for global irradiation values 

higher than 900W/m2. (Aactive thermal=3.7m2 Atotal=4.6m2) 
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Table 1. Measured optical efficiency η0(-) and thermal losses coefficient U(W/m2ºC). 

Thermal parameters Per active glazed area 
(Aactive thermal=3.7m2) 

Per total glazed area 
(Atotal=4.6m2) 

η0(-) 0.64 0.52 
U(W/m2ºC) 3.1 2.5 

 
3.3. Electric and thermal output interaction 
In Fig. 4, it is possible to comprehend the performance of a PVT hybrid system when it comes to 
thermal and electrical outputs interaction. As it is represented, when an electric load is connected to the 
electric circuit, electric power can be extracted. This means that part of the incoming irradiation is 
transformed into electricity by the PV cells instead of being absorbed by the thermal receiver. Hence, 
the thermal output decreases as much as the electrical output is extracted. 

 
3.4. Reflector optical accuracy and design 
Given that the measured system electrical efficiency (8.3% at 25ºC) is significantly lower when 
compared with the bare cells efficiency (16% at 25ºC), experiments were carried out in several 
components accuracy in order to estimate their influence in the final electric and thermal output 
breakdown. One of the most significant inaccuracies relates to the reflector. Ideally, every light beam 
perpendicularly incident to the glazed cover of the trough should be reflected to the PV module. Laser 
beam tests were carried out during the night and the glazed areas where the light was not focused on 
the PV cells were marked and are illustrated in Fig. 5. I-V curves were measured with and without the 
covers and the electrical output was roughly the same. The glazed marked area is approximately 15% 
of the total glazed area and can represent an optical efficiency margin of improvement on the reflector 
accuracy for future models. The system design still has a relevant margin of improvement on most of 
its components accuracy which makes it possible to achieve higher efficiencies in the future. 
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Fig. 4. Solar8 electric and thermal outputs interaction per active glazed 
area measured along two clear days with and without electric load. 

(Aactive thermal=3.7m2 Aactive elect.= 3.5m2) 

 

 

 

Fig. 5. Areas covered with paper 
where the incident light is not 

focused on the PV cells. 
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4. Simulation and calculation 

4.1. Model and parameters 
The model of the power outputs calculated in the performed simulations is described by the following 
equations and parameters 2 . 

P = obKtaGb odGd – a1((Tout+Tin)/2-Tamb)- a2((Tout+Tin)/2-Tamb)2       (1) 
where Kta = 1-bo(1/cos -1)          (2) 
 od=Kdiffuse* ob          (3) 
 

Monitored parameters: 
P Power from collector (W/m2 ) 
Gb Beam Irradiance (W/m2 ) 
Gd Diffuse Irradiance (W/m2 ) 
Tin Inlet temperature 
Tout Outlet temperature 
Tamb Ambient temperature 
 
Glazed areas: 
Aactive elect.= 3.5m2 Solar8 electric active glazed area 
Aactive thermal= 3.7m2 Solar8 thermal active glazed area 

ASolar8.= 4.6m2 Solar8 total glazed area 

Parameters in the collector model: 
ob  Beam efficiency 

a1  Heat loss factor [W/m2 K] 
a2  Temperature dependence of heat loss 
factor [W/m2 K2] 
a=a1+a2*ΔT                      (4) 
Kta   Angle of incidence modifier for beam 
asdffsdavfdsvfdvdfirradiance 
bo  Angular coefficient 
Kdiffuse  Diffuse incident angle modifier 

  Angle of incidence onto the collector 
[º] 

Simulation Parameters: 

Table 2. Systems parameters introduced in the performed simulations with Winsun software.  

Solar system η0b (-) Kdiffuse (-) a1 (W/m2 oC) a2 (W/m2 oC2) b0 (-) 

Thermal Solar8 per active glazed area 0.64 0.1 3.09 0 0.1 

Electrical Solar8 per active glazed area (50 oC) 0.076 0.1 0 0 0.1 

Flat plate collector (50 oC) 0.8 0.9 3.5 0 0.1 

PV module (25 oC) 0.16 0.9 0 0 0.1 

 
4.2. Sun tracking orientation 

The Solar8 system is mounted on our laboratorial facilities with its tracking axis oriented in the East-
West position. It is possible to simulate the received irradiation by a tracking surface both with the axis 
in East-West and North-South direction for several climates at different latitudes. The results are given 
in Table 3. 

By the analysis of the results, one can conclude that it is always better to track the sun around an axis 
with North-South direction. This effect is even more relevant when the system is moved closer to the 
equator where the sun reaches higher altitudes and moves around the sky from East to West direction, 
mostly. 
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Table 3. Incoming beam and global irradiation onto a tracking surface with axis in East-West and North-South 
direction for Stockholm, Lisbon and Lusaka. 

Sun tracking orientation 
of the surface 

Stockholm (lat=59.2ºN) Lisbon (lat=38.7ºN) Lusaka (lat=15.4ºS) 
G 

(kWh/m2,yr) 
Gb 

(kWh/m2,yr) 
G 

(kWh/m2,yr) 
Gb 

(kWh/m2,yr) 
G 

(kWh/m2,yr) 
Gb 

(kWh/m2,yr) 
Tracking surface around 

North-South axis 1343.0 787.3 2187.0 1445.0 2594.0 1754.0 

Tracking surface around 
East-West axis 1262.0 717.6 1973.0 1263.0 2289.0 1474.0 

Ratio N-S/E-W tracking 1.06 1.10 1.11 1.14 1.13 1.19 

 
4.3. Static surface vs. tracking concentrating surface 
Another issue to take into account is that concentrating solar systems, with concentration ratio C=10, 
can make use only of the beam irradiation plus 10% of the diffuse one, roughly. On the contrary, non-
concentrating systems make use of the global irradiation coming from the sun. Thus, the received 
global irradiation by a non-concentrating static surface was compared with the beam irradiation plus 
10% of the diffuse onto a tracking concentrating surface (Table 4). 

 
Table 4. Incident irradiation on a static non-concentrating surface and on a tracking concentrated surface. Static 

surface inclination from horizontal is 40º in Stockholm, 30º in Lisbon and 20º in Lusaka. 

Static surface vs. tracking concentrating surface Stockholm 
(lat=59.2ºN) 

Lisbon 
(lat=38.7ºN) 

Lusaka 
(lat=15.4ºS) 

Static non-concentrating surface G (kWh/m2,yr) 1170.0 1865.0 2164.0 
North-South tracking concentrating surface Gb + 

10%*Gdiff (kWh/m2,yr) 842.1 1518.2 1836.9 

Ratio Static/Tracking concentrating surfaces output 1.39 1.23 1.18 
 
The global irradiation incident on a static surface is higher when compared with the beam irradiation 
plus 10% of the diffuse towards a tracking concentrating surface. This means that a non-concentrating 
fixed collector receives more usable irradiation than a tracking concentrating one like Solar8. Closer to 
the equator, the beam irrradiation values are higher and this result becomes less accentuated. 

 
4.3. Electric/Thermal power ratio in Solar8 
Knowing that the beam fraction of the global irradiation increases when we move closer to the equator, 
conclusions can be taken on Solar8 electrical/thermal output ratio depending on its location (Table 5). 

 
Table 5. Solar8 electric and thermal annual outputs per square meter of total glazed area, on a N-S tracking axis 

and 50ºC average working temperature. The total glazed are on Solar8 is 4.6m2. 

Solar8 annual outputs per glazed area 
(A Solar8= 4.6 m2) 

Stockholm 
(lat=59.2ºN) 

Lisbon 
(lat=38.7ºN) 

Lusaka 
(lat=15.4ºS) 

Solar8 electric annual output per glazed area 
(kWh/m2,yr)  47.7 86.8 105.7 

Solar8 thermal annual output per glazed area 
(kWh/m2,yr)  159.7 434.9 605.3 

Ratio Electric/Thermal  0.30 0.20 0.17 
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The ratio between electric and thermal outputs decreases when Solar8 is moved closer to the equator 
where the beam irradiation values are higher. The electric output is proportional to the irradiation thus, 
a PV module as constant efficiency for the same working temperature. A solar collector as higher 
efficiencies for higher irradiances since the thermal output increases more than proportional when the 
irradiation increases. 

 
4.4. Solar8 vs. traditional side-by-side system based on glazed area 
There are many ways and factors to take in account when comparing the performance of a 
concentrating hybrid with a traditional side-by-side system composed by a PV module and a solar 
collector working separately. The following tables feature Solar8 comparison with the traditional side-
by-side system based on their power outputs and total glazed area (Table 6 to Table 8). 

 
Table 6. Solar8 electric and thermal outputs with a N-S tracking axis at 50ºC average working temperature. 

Solar8 annual outputs 
(A Solar8= 4.6 m2) 

Stockholm 
(lat=59.2ºN) 

Lisbon 
(lat=38.7ºN) 

Lusaka 
(lat=15.4ºS) 

Solar8 total electric annual output (kWh,yr)  219.2 399.0 486.1 
Solar8 total thermal annual output (kWh,yr)  733.9 1998.9 2782.1 

 
Table 7. Traditional side-by-side-system electric and thermal outputs per square meter of glazed area. The PV 

module η0b=16% at 25ºC. The flat plate collector η0b=80%, a1=3.5 W/m2oC and operates at 50oC average 
working temperature. 

Traditional side-by-side system Stockholm (lat=59.2ºN) 
Fixed tilt=40º 

Lisbon (lat=38.7ºN) 
Fixed tilt=30º 

Lusaka (lat=15.4ºS) 
Fixed tilt=20º 

PV module output per glazed area 
(kWh/m2,yr)  173.2 278.7 324.5 

Flat plate collector output per 
glazed area (kWh/m2,yr)  478.7 999.7 1266.0 

PV area needed to equal Solar8 
electric annual output (m2) 1.3 1.4 1.5 

Collector area needed to equal 
Solar8 thermal annual output (m2) 1.5 2.0 2.2 

 
Table 8. Traditional side-by-side-system and Solar8 comparison based on total glazed area. 

Side-by-side system vs. Solar8 
(A_Solar8=4.6m2) 

Stockholm (lat=59.2ºN) 
Fixed tilt=40º 

Lisbon (lat=38.7ºN) 
Fixed tilt=30º 

Lusaka (lat=15.4ºS) 
Fixed tilt=20º 

PV module area / Solar8 total 
glazed area (%) 27.5 31.1 32.6 

Thermal collector area / Solar8 
total glazed area (%) 33.4 43.5 47.8 

Side-by-side system area / 
Solar8 total glazed area (%) 60.9 74.6 80.4 

 
The traditional side-by-side system uses less area than Solar8 for the same electric and thermal 
outputs. This difference decreases when the systems are moved closer to the equator since Solar8 is 
exposed to higher beam irradiation values. In Lisbon, for instance, Solar8 can be replaced by 1.4m2 of 
PV module and 2m2 of thermal collector for the same outputs. Hence, it would use 74% of Solar8 total 
glazed area (4.6m2). Practically, two components require more space than one component. 
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4.5. Solar8 vs. traditional PV module based on cells area 
One of the most common arguments in favour of PVT concentrating systems is the higher electrical 
efficiency per cells area when compared with a regular PV module with the same cells area. In this 
situation and based only on the PV cells point of view, Solar8 has a considerable higher efficiency per 
cell area when compared with the PV module (Table 9). This result can be explained by the higher 
irradiation the cells receive due to the reflector concentration factor and the tracking system. The 
thermal output can be seen just as an additional output one can get by cooling down the cells. 

 
Table 9. Solar8 and traditional PV module electric output comparison based on cells area. PV module 

inclination is 40º in Stockholm, 30º in Lisbon and 20º in Lusaka. Aceels=0.33m2. 

Electric annual output per cells area (kWh/m2) Stockholm (lat=59.2ºN) Lisbon (lat=38.7ºN) Lusaka (lat=15.4ºS) 
Solar8 tracking N-S (50ºC)  661.8 1204.7 1467.6 

Traditional static PV module (25ºC)  192.4 309.7 360.6 
Ratio Solar8/PV module 3.4 3.9 4.1 

 
For this simulation it was considered that the PV module has16% efficiency at 25ºC, the same cells 
area as Solar8 and that they cover 90% of its glazed area. 
It is important to notice that the thermal and electric outputs shown previously don’t take into account 
system distribution losses, array shading effects and load distribution. 
 
5. Conclusions 
With this study several conclusions can be taken not only for Solar8 but also perhaps to the general 
photovoltaic/thermal concentrating hybrids being developed: 

1. Solar8 can be replaced by a traditional side-by-side system using less space and producing the 
same electric and thermal output. 

2. Local diodes installed in each cell can be able to bypass the current over the poorest cells and 
help reducing the problem with uneven radiation. 

3. One axis tracking around North-South direction is considerably better than tracking around an 
axis placed on East-West direction. 

4. The global irradiation on a static surface is higher when compared with the beam irradiation 
towards a tracking concentrating surface. 

5. The ratio between electric and thermal output decreases when Solar8 is moved to the equator 
where the beam irradiation values are higher. 

6. This PV/T combination still present lower outputs when compared with the traditional side-by-
side system for the same glazed area. It is possible to say that there is chain efficiency around 
the most important components in Solar8. If every part of this chain works accurately and 
perfectly integrated in the system, higher efficiencies can be achieved in future models. 
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Abstract

Some of the main bottlenecks for the development and commercialization of photovoltaic/thermal 
hybrids are the lack of an internationally recognized standard testing procedure as well as a method to 
compare different hybrids with each other and with conventional alternatives. A complete 
methodology to characterize, simulate and evaluate concentrating photovoltaic/thermal hybrids has
been proposed and exemplified in a particular case study. By using the suggested testing method, the 
hybrid parameters were experimentally determined. These were used in a validated simulation model 
that estimates the hybrid outputs in different geographic locations. Furthermore, the method includes a
comparison of the hybrid performance with conventional collectors and photovoltaic modules working 
side-by-side. The measurements show that the hybrid electrical efficiency is 6.4% while the optical 
efficiency is 0.45 and the U-value 1.9 W/m²ºC. These values are poor when compared with the 
parameters of standard PV modules and flat plate collectors. Also, the beam irradiation incident on a 
north-south axis tracking surface is 20 to 40% lower than the global irradiation incident on a fixed 
surface at optimal tilt. There is margin of improvement for the studied hybrid but this combination 
makes it difficult for concentrating hybrids to compete with conventional PV modules and flat plate 
collectors.

Keywords: Evaluate Solar Hybrids, Photovoltaic Thermal Concentrators, PVT

Nomenclature

Monitored parameters:
Pthermal Hybrid thermal power (W/m²)
Pelectric Hybrid electric power (W/m²)
Gb Beam Irradiance (W/m²)
Gd Diffuse Irradiance (W/m²)
Tin Inlet temperature (°C)
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Tout Outlet temperature (°C)
Tamb Ambient temperature (°C)
dV/dt Flow (m3/s)
Cp Heat capacity (water) (J/kg°C)
ρ Density (water) (kg/m3)
AHybrid Total glazed collector area (m²)
Aactive elect. Electric active glazed area
Aactive thermal Thermal active glazed area
τ Transmittance coefficient of the glass (-)
r Reflectance coefficient of the reflector (-)
α Absorptance coefficient of the solar cells(-)

Parameters in the collector model:
ηod Diffuse efficiency (%)
ηob_thermal Beam thermal optical efficiency (%)
ηob_electric Beam electric optical efficiency (%)
a1 Heat loss factor (W/m2 °C)
a2 Temperature dependence of heat loss factor (W/m2 °C2)
Kta_thermal Thermal angle of incidence modifier for beam irradiance (-)
Kta_electric Electric angle of incidence modifier for beam irradiance (-)
bo_thermal Thermal angular coefficient (-)
bo_electric Electric angular coefficient (-)
Kdiffuse Diffuse incident angle modifier (-)
KT Electric efficiency temperature dependence (%/°C)
θ Angle of incidence onto the collector (°)

1. Introduction

The overall problem with the use of photovoltaic (PV) systems is the high cost of the solar cells. This 
makes it attractive to concentrate irradiation on the PV module in order to minimise the required cell area 
for the same output. With increased light concentration, there will be a demand for increased cooling of
the PV cells in order to lower the working temperature, prevent damage and maintain cell efficiency 
(Nilsson et al., 2007). Usually, a photovoltaic/thermal (PVT) concentrating system tracks and 
concentrates light into a water/air-cooled photovoltaic module working as a thermal absorber. Hence, not 
only electricity is generated from the absorber but also heat. The production of both heat and electricity is 
favoured by lowering the operating temperature; however, a minimum water temperature, which raises 
the working temperature on the cells, is generally required by the given application (Affolter et al., 2004).
At the end, a life cycle cost analysis is necessary to determine whether the concentrating system reduced 
the unit cost of produced electricity (Arvind and Tiwari, 2010; Arvind et al., 2009).
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Concentrating hybrid design is an emerging technology and there are still constraints to its development 
and commercialization. One of the most important is the lack of an internationally accepted method to test 
these devices (Affolter et al., 2004). Traditionally, steady-state thermal models are used to predict the 
annual performance but recent studies have been introducing the use of dynamic models as well (Chow, 
2003). However, there is not an established method of comparing different hybrids with each other or 
with a traditional side-by-side system made of standard flat plate collectors and PV modules. 
Furthermore, there exist very few evaluations on the electric and thermal efficiency of tracking 
concentrating hybrids. Since there are a small number of commercialized systems, there is also a need for 
experimental data exchange so it is possible to draw general conclusions about concentrating hybrid 
performance.

For a better understanding of the conducted work in a particular case study and its contributions to the 
field, the main objectives of the paper are summarised below:

• To propose a testing method to characterize concentrating photovoltaic/thermal hybrids.

• To suggest a series of simulations and performance analysis for different latitudes based on the 
results from the testing method.

• To compare the hybrid performance with conventional PV modules and solar collectors.

Thus, several conclusions can be drawn concerning the performance of the tested concentrating hybrids, 
their possible applications and viability in different climates and locations.

2. Method

2.1. Experimental setup and hybrid design

This photovoltaic/thermal parabolic concentrating system tracks and concentrates light into a water-
cooled photovoltaic module working as a thermal absorber. By using the heat generated in the absorber, 
the photovoltaic/thermal device generates not only electrical, but also thermal energy (Figure 1). The PVT 
system consists of a photovoltaic module, thermal absorber, parabolic reflector, tracking system, glazed 
protection and supporting structure (Figure 2). Two sections form the photovoltaic module, each one with 
32 series connected cells laminated on both sides of the V-shaped thermal absorber. These sections can be 
interconnected both in series and parallel. The photovoltaic cells, which are specially designed for 
concentrated light, are made of monocrystalline silicon and have a nominal efficiency of 16% at 25°C 
(Absolicon Solar Concentrator AB, 2008). The total surface area of the cells is 0.33 m². Water runs inside 
the aluminium thermal absorber where the cells are laminated. The parabolic reflector is made of a silver 
coated plastic film laminated on a steel sheet with a reflectance factor of 90% (Alanod Solar, 2010). The 
geometrical concentration ratio of the reflector is C=7.8. It is important to notice that the reflector is 40cm 
longer than the absorber at the edges to also make use of the irradiation in the morning and afternoon. The 
tracking is carried out by rotating the structure around an axis oriented in the east-west direction. The 
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adjustment of the tilt angle is carried out periodically according to the calculated position of the sun. The 
parabolic trough is covered by a 4.6 m² glass pane with a measured transmission coefficient of 90% 
(Bernardo, 2007).

In this study, two hybrid areas were defined: total glazed area and active glazed area. For this particular 
hybrid the total glazed area (AHybrid) equals 4.6 m². Active glazed area was defined as the maximum 
glazed area that the system can make use of. This excludes surface areas where it is impossible for the 
irradiation to reach the absorber such as frames and gaps between solar cells and reflector edges which 
are longer than the absorber (Figure 1). The electric and thermal active glazed areas are different since the 
thermal absorber is wider than cells. The electric active glazed area (Aactive elect.) is 3.5 m² while the 
thermal active glazed area (Aactive thermal) equals 3.7 m².

The relative uncertainties of the measuring instruments stated by the manufacturers are estimated for ideal 
measurement and installation conditions. In practice, somewhat higher relative uncertainties were 
assumed in order to take into account a safety margin that includes inaccuracies related to the installation 
and operation of those instruments at our laboratory. The pyranometer relative uncertainty was assumed 
to be +-2%, the flow meter +-1% and the Pt100 temperature measurement +-2%. The temperature 
dependence of the heat capacity and specific mass of the water was taken into account in the calculations. 
Hence, using the standard method of the square root of the quadratic sum for the uncertainty propagation,
the global uncertainty of the efficiency measurements was estimated to be 3%.

Figure 1 - PVT concentrator trough and photovoltaic cells laminated on one side of the thermal absorber.
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Figure 2 – Schematic diagram of the experimental setup system and its monitoring points.

2.2. Procedure

2.2.1.Testing and characterization method

The testing and characterization method can be seen as a modified solar collector testing method 
described in the following steps:

a) Simultaneous monitoring of heat and power where the photovoltaic module operates continuously
at maximum power point;

b) Characterization of the thermal collector according to the steady-state test method (Fisher et al., 
2004);

c) Characterization of the photovoltaic module at high irradiances and variable working
temperatures;
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d) Description of the thermal and electrical incidence angle modifier during one day with stable high 
solar intensity;

e) Using the previous tested parameters to generate a mathematical steady-state model capable of 
accurately describing the thermal and electrical outputs;

f) Validation of the model by comparison between measurements and model outputs during days 
with varying weather conditions.

Both the electrical and thermal outputs were measured every six minutes for different temperature 
conditions in the collector. The maximum electric power output extracted by the hybrid was calculated 
based on periodical I-V curve measurements. Using this value together with the incident beam irradiation, 
the system electrical efficiency as a function of its working temperature was determined. In reality, it is 
expected that an electric load is permanently connected to the PV cells and electric power is continuously 
extracted at maximum power point. However, measuring I-V curves instantaneously simplifies the whole 
test procedure, making it cheaper, less time consuming while still achieving an accurate result. If an 
electric load was continuously connected, the absorber would be colder since part of the incoming 
radiation would be converted to electricity. In this case, the outlet water temperature would be slightly 
lower than the one measured. This difference is very small and has little impact on the results. In this 
specific case, since the structure is closed, it was not possible to measure the cell temperature directly. 
Instead, the temperature of the outlet water, running inside the thermal absorber at the moment of the 
electrical efficiency measurement, is presented. This is the temperature limiting the whole electric output 
since the cells are series connected.

Since there is no electric load continuously connected to the hybrid, all the incoming irradiation is used to 
produce heat. This output was calculated by equation (1) (Duffie and Beckman, 2006) where the 
monitored parameters are described in the nomenclature section at the beginning of the paper.

P=(ρ dV/dt∙Cp·(Tout-Tin)/Ac) (W/m²) (1)

The thermal power was then obtained by subtracting the measured electric power from this heat output.
The incidence angle modifier (Kta) for the thermal and electric efficiency was calculated with equation (2) 
(Duffie and Beckman, 2006).
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The function generally used to fit the incidence angle modifier data between 0° and 60° is given by 
equation (3) (Duffie and Beckman, 2006). The parameter b0 shapes the curvature of the function, setting 
higher or lower incidence angle modifier values for the same incidence angle.
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The hybrid was continuously tested at the Energy and Building Design laboratory of Lund Technical 
University in Sweden (latitude 55°44’N, longitude 13°12’E) during the period 1/06/2008 – 13/09/2008.
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2.2.2.Simulation model

By analyzing the measured data, one can determine the hybrid parameters and develop simple 
mathematical models capable of describing its behaviour and estimate its outputs for any geographic 
location. The monitored parameters and the model equations are presented in equations (4) to (9) (Duffie 
and Beckman, 2006).

Pthermal=ηob_thermal·Kta_thermal·Gb ηod·Gd-a1·((Tout+Tin)/2-Tamb)-a2·((Tout+Tin)/2-Tamb)² (4)
where Kta_thermal=1-bo_thermal·(1/cosθ-1) (5)
ηod=Kdiffuse·ηob_thermal (6)

Pelectric=(ηob_electrical (25°C)·Kta_electric·Gb ηod·Gd) - (KT ηob_electrical (25°C)·Gb (Tout-25)) (7)
where Kta_electric=1-bo_electric·(1/cosθ-1) (8)

ηod=Kdiffuse·ηob_electric (9)

The hybrid parameters were then fed into Winsun (Winsun Villa Software, 2009), a TRNSYS based 
simulation software developed by Bengt Perers which estimates the annual thermal and electrical outputs 
using the described model. It is important to notice that all calculations represent collector outputs not 
taking into account the whole electric and thermal system. Hence, system distribution, storage losses, 
array shading effects and load distribution are not taken into account either. Only the energy produced by 
the collectors was estimated.

2.2.3.Comparison with conventional PV modules and thermal collectors

In order to compare the hybrid performance with standard thermal collectors and photovoltaic modules, 
simulations were also carried out for these standard components. It was assumed that the produced hot 
water should be used for domestic hot water applications since this can represent 90% of the potential 
market for these hybrids (Affolter et al., 2004). Therefore, the output temperature from the collectors 
should be around 65-70°C which was assumed to imply 40°C of mean absorber temperature depending on 
the flow and irradiation levels. Consequently, the hybrid solar cells, but not the individual PV module, 
would work at 65-70°C. As the PV module is independent from the flat plate collector it was assumed 
that it could work at around 25°C. In order to understand how the hybrid performance would change if it 
was used for low temperature applications, simulations were also carried out for pool heating. For this 
application it was assumed that the required outlet temperature would be around 30°C which was 
estimated to imply 20°C average water temperature in the hybrid since the cold water inlet is around 
10°C. The diffuse incidence angle modifier (Kdiffuse) was calculated as being the inverse of the geometrical 
concentration ratio (1/C where C=7.8) (Winston et al., 2005). All the parameters for the side-by-side 
system were assumed to be common values for standard components.
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3. Measurement results

3.1. Electrical and thermal output interaction

One of the most important aspects to take into account when studying photovoltaic/thermal hybrids is the
interaction between electrical and thermal outputs (Affolter et al., 2004). When an electric load is 
connected to the electric circuit, electric and thermal power is extracted. This means that part of the 
incoming irradiation is transformed into electricity by the PV cells instead of being absorbed by the 
thermal receiver. Hence, the thermal output decreases as much as the extracted electrical energy. During 
this experiment, an electric load was connected to the PV modules during a part of the day extracting the 
maximum possible power from the cells. By analysing Figure 3, one can understand the interaction 
between the thermal and electrical outputs of a PVT hybrid system. The outputs were calculated for total 
glazed area.

Figure 3 - Electric and thermal outputs interaction measured on two clear days with and without electric 
load. Power outputs per total glazed area (AHybrid=4.6 m²).
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3.2. Electrical performance

In Figure 4 the system electrical beam efficiency as a function of the water outlet temperature is 
presented. Based on this data, several collector parameters were calculated and presented in Table 1. The 
measured electrical efficiency is 6.4% at 25°C water outlet temperature while the electric efficiency 
temperature dependence equals 0.3%/°C. The measured total peak power was 61 W/m² of total glazed 
area at 28°C inlet and 39°C outlet water temperature and 997 W/m² incident beam radiation.

Figure 4 - Electrical beam efficiency calculated per total glazed area for different working temperatures 
and beam irradiation higher than 900 W/m².

Table 1 - Measured electrical efficiency ηelectric, loss coefficient KT(%/ºC) and electrical peak power per 
total and active glazed area.

Electrical 
parameters

Expressed by total glazed area 
(AHybrid=4.6 m²)

Expressed by active glazed area
(Aactive elect=3.5 m²)

ηb_electric at 25°C (%) 6.4 % 8.4 %
KT (%/ºC) 0.3 %/ºC 0.3 %/ºC

Peak Power (W/m²) 61 W/m² 81 W/m²

3.3. Thermal performance

The measured thermal beam efficiency as a function of the working temperature and incident radiation is 
presented in Figure 5. Using linear approximation, the hybrid beam optical efficiency (η0b) and the heat
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loss coefficient (U) were determined and are shown in Table 2. They equal 0.45 and 1.9W/ºC m² of total 
glazed area. The measured thermal peak power was 435 W/m² of total glazed area at the same conditions 
described above.

Figure 5 - Thermal beam efficiency calculated per total glazed area for different working temperatures 
and beam irradiation higher than 900 W/m².

Table 2 - Measured beam optical efficiency η0b(-), heat loss coefficient U(W/m²ºC) and thermal peak 
power per total and active glazed area.

Thermal parameters 
(PV–ON)

Expressed by total glazed area 
(AHybrid=4.6 m²)

Expressed by active glazed area
(Aactive thermal=3.7 m²)

η0b(-) 0.45 0.56
U(W/m²ºC) 1.9 W/m²ºC 2.3 W/m²°C

Peak Power (W/m²) 435 W/m² 541 W/m²

3.4. Incidence angle modifier

During the morning and afternoon, the reflection losses at the glass cover and absorber increase due to 
high angles of incidence. This effect causes a thermal and electrical output drop in the system. The
measured sensitiveness of the thermal and electrical efficiency to the increase in the angle of incidence is 
presented in Figure 6. The measured b0 fitting the thermal and electric data was 0.14 and 0.28 respectively 
showing that higher angles of incidence have a greater impact on the electrical performance. This is 
mainly due to two effects. Firstly, at high angles of incidence in the morning and afternoon, the reflector 
edges will not redirect the incoming light to the whole length of the absorber. Hence, from the moment 
that the first cell in the absorber edge is not fully illuminated, the whole electrical output is affected.
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These are known as edge and shadow effects. Secondly, optical imprecision and tracking inaccuracies 
become more relevant at high angles of incidence. This effect is not as sensitive to heat as it is for 
electricity production since the cells are series connected and the thermal absorber is also wider.

Figure 6 - Thermal and electrical incidence angle modifier for beam radiation during one clear day and 
θ<60º.

3.5. Model validation

The hybrid measured parameters are summarized in Table 3 and Table 4. The corresponding generated 
thermal and electric power outputs illustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8 show that good agreement between 
model and measurements has been achieved even during unstable days, validating the models.

Table 3 - Parameters for electricity production used in the simulations, expressed by total glazed area.
Model electrical parameters η0b (-) Kdiffuse (-) KT (%/°C) b0_electric (-)

Hybrid Electric (25°C) 0.064 0.13 0.3 %/°C 0.28

PV module (25°C) 0.16 0.9 0.4 %/°C 0.10

Table 4 - Parameters for hot water production used in the simulations, expressed by total glazed area.
Model thermal parameters η0b (-) Kdiffuse (-) a1 (W/m²°C) a2 (W/m²°C2) b0_thermal (-)

Hybrid Thermal (PV-ON) 0.45 0.13 1.9 W/m²°C 0 W/m²°C2 0.14

Flat plate collector 0.8 0.9 3.6 W/m²°C 0.014 W/m²°C2 0.15
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Figure 7 - Thermal model and measurements during unstable irradiation day.

Figure 8 - Electrical model and measurements during unstable irradiation day.

4. Performance analysis

Following the measurement test method described previously, a performance analysis procedure is 
proposed in this section: simulation of the annual performance for different latitudes and performance 
comparison with separate standard photovoltaic modules and thermal collectors.
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4.1. Tracking system

The tested hybrid system is thought to work with its tracking axis oriented in the east-west direction. 
Simulations were carried out to estimate the received irradiation by a tracking surface with the axis 
horizontally oriented in both the east-west and north-south directions for several climates at different 
latitudes. The results are given in Table 5. Analysing the results, one can conclude that it is always better 
to track the sun around an axis in the north-south direction, independently on the geographical position. 
(10-20% better) This effect is even more relevant when the system is moved closer to the equator where 
the sun reaches higher altitudes. All the following simulations take into account this result, estimating the 
annual outputs as the hybrid would be tracking the sun in a more productive way with its axis in the 
north-south direction.

As it is known, concentrating solar systems can only make use of a fraction of the diffuse light. In 
contrast, non-concentrating systems like standard PV modules and flat plate collectors use the global 
irradiation. The concentrator can make use of the beam irradiation plus (1/C) of the diffuse irradiation
(Gb+Gd/C) (Winston et al., 2005). This comparison is presented in Table 5. The global irradiation incident 
on a static surface is higher than the beam irradiation on a one-axis tracking concentrating surface. This 
means that, independently of its location, a non-concentrating fixed collector receives more usable 
irradiation than a tracking concentrating one like the studied hybrid (roughly 20% to 40% in this case).
Closer to the equator, the beam irradiation values are higher and this result becomes less accentuated. 
This is even clearer as the concentration ratio increases.

Table 5 – Annual output ratio between a north-south and a east-west oriented tracking axis; annual output 
ratio between the usable irradiation (Gb+Gd/C) incident on a static and north-south tracking concentrating 
surface. Optimal static surface inclination from horizontal corresponds to 40º in Stockholm, 30º in Lisbon 

and 20º in Lusaka.

Annual output ratio
Stockholm 

(lat=59.2°N)
Lisbon 

(lat=38.7°N)
Lusaka 

(lat=15.4°S)
Output ratio N-S/E-W tracking axis 1.10 1.14 1.19

Output ratio static/tracking concentrating surfaces 1.41 1.24 1.18

4.2. Annual performance results

Based on the system parameters previously presented in Table 3 and Table 4, the total annual 
performance for the hybrid and the traditional side-by-side system were calculated for the three different 
climates. These results are presented in Table 6. For Stockholm, the hybrid electric and thermal annual 
output is 45.1 kWh/m2,yr and 187.6 kWh/m2,yr, respectively. The PV module produces 164.5 kWh/m2,yr 
while the thermal collector generates 401.6 kWh/m2,yr.
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Table 6 – Hybrid and traditional side-by-side-system electric and thermal outputs per square metre of 
total glazed area for domestic hot water application.

Annual outputs per total glazed area
Stockholm 

(lat=59.2°N)
Lisbon 

(lat=38.7°N)
Lusaka 

(lat=15.4°S)
Hybrid electric annual output (kWh/m2,yr) 45.1 83.3 102.5
Hybrid thermal annual output (kWh/m2,yr) 187.6 456.7 612.6

PV module annual output (kWh/m2,yr) 164.5 264.8 308.3

Thermal collector annual output (kWh/m2,yr) 401.6 887.7 1143.8

4.3. Hybrid concentrator vs. standard PV module based on cell area

One of the most common arguments in favour of PVT concentrating systems is its higher electric output 
when compared with a regular PV module with the same cell area. According to this point of view, the 
expensive cell area can be reduced and the thermal application can be considered just a tool to cool down 
the cells. Hence, if the thermal output is neglected, the hybrid can even work at a high flow rate, making 
the cells colder and more efficient. The production per cell area of the hybrid and the traditional PV 
module is presented in Table 7 and the ratio between the two annual electric outputs is shown in Figure 9.
The results show that the concentrating hybrid cells produce 3.6 to 4.4 times more electricity than a PV 
module with the same cells area. This kind of analysis provides very useful information concerning the 
real extra electricity production one gets with the use of the reflector in different climates. For this 
simulation it was considered that the standard PV module cells have 16% efficiency at 25°C.

Table 7 - PVT north-south concentrating hybrid and traditional PV module electric output comparison 
based on cell area. PV module inclination from the horizontal is set to optimum values of 40º in 

Stockholm, 30º in Lisbon and 20º in Lusaka. Acells hybrid=0.33m2.
Electric annual output per cells area 

(kWh/m2,yr)
Stockholm 

(lat=59.2°N)
Lisbon 

(lat=38.7°N)
Lusaka 

(lat=15.4°S)
Hybrid tracking N-S (65°C) 626.5 1156.1 1422.2

Traditional static PV module (25°C) 173.2 278.7 324.5
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Figure 9 - Ratio between the hybrid and standard PV module annual electric production per cell area.

4.4. Hybrid concentrator vs. standard side-by-side system based on glazed area

In another point of view, since heat is the largest energy fraction produced by the hybrid, it should be 
considered as a valuable output taken into account when the concentrating hybrid is compared with a 
conventional system. Hence, the hybrid outputs were compared with an individual PV module and a solar 
thermal collector working separately for both domestic hot water production and pool heating. The 
parameters used in the simulation are presented in Table 3 and Table 4. The hybrid comparison with the 
traditional side-by-side system based on their power outputs per total glazed area is presented in Figure 
10. This is particularly useful for areas where the available space is a strong limitation. As it is generally
accepted, probably the most expensive part of these two systems is the solar cells. Hence, it makes sense 
to compare them taking into account that the hybrid and the PV module in the traditional system have the 
same cell area. This is not the only way to compare the systems but it seems to be the more reasonable
one. The results show that, regardless of whether the produced hot water is used for domestic hot water
application or for pool heating, the occupied ground area by the traditional side-by-side system, which 
generates the same electrical and thermal outputs as the hybrid, is almost the same. This result is not 
obvious and is further considered in the discussion section.
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Figure 10 - Ratio between side-by-side system and hybrid total glazed areas producing the same 
electrical and thermal annual outputs for DHW or pool heating.

5. Discussion

In this chapter the implication of the results concerning the measured hybrid parameters, the annual 
performance and the comparison with conventional systems are discussed.

Using the efficiency per total glazed area one can estimate how much space one needs to reach the energy 
demand. It is then possible to determine, between several different hybrids, which one has the best 
performance for the space it uses and which hybrid is a reasonable choice for the available space. The 
efficiency per active glazed area may be said to be a more scientific indicator that allows a technical 
comparison between hybrids based on how well they perform with the radiation they can use.

As previously reported (Yoon and Garboushian, 1994), the dependence of electricity production with 
temperature of concentrating hybrids is different from that in a normal photovoltaic module. For this 
hybrid, the electrical efficiency decrease with temperature (KT) is approximately -0.3%/°C whereas the 
typical value for a standard cell without concentration is -0.4%/°C (Wenham, 2007). There are two 
different reasons for this. The electrical efficiency curve presented in Figure 4 was calculated based on 
the temperature of the water and not that of the cells. Due to heat transfer resistance between these two 
elements, the water temperature will be somewhat lower than the cell temperature. This temperature 
difference is inversely proportional to the amount of heat transferred between them and it will decrease 
with increasing water temperature at constant solar intensity. This implicates a lower efficiency 
temperature dependence of the hybrid, making the slope of the line slightly smoother (Figure 4). On the 
other hand, the temperature difference will increase with increasing radiation intensities at constant 
working temperature. This effect has a very low impact using the suggested test method since 
measurements were carried out only for high irradiation values according to the steady-state test method 
(Fisher et al., 2004). Possibly, in a future improved model, the cell efficiency should be modelled to 
increase with decreased irradiance intensities. The other effect is that a higher open-circuit voltage due to 
higher concentration actually reduces the temperature sensitivity of the cell (Yoon and Garboushian, 
1994; Wenham et al., 2007). Previous experimental results have shown that the temperature influence in 
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concentrating systems is lower, with -0.25%/°C drop in efficiency for high concentration levels at around 
25°C (Yoon and Garboushian, 1994). Hence, concentrators have an advantage when used at high 
temperature operation compared with a non concentrating photovoltaic module.

The tracking system analysis shows that a one-axis tracking system should rotate around an axis aligned 
in the north-south direction, independently on its geographical location. If tilted towards the equator, the 
performance is further improved. Furthermore, a tracking concentrating system receives less usable 
radiation than a standard flat fixed collector. Consequently, the measured low hybrid efficiencies together 
with low usable irradiation generate low annual outputs. Additionally, the area covered by a conventional 
side-by-side system is comparable to the one used by the hybrid producing the same outputs. As a result, 
it is difficult for a concentrating hybrid to compete with conventional alternatives.

The optical efficiency is one of the factors that directly influence the final electric efficiency. The ideal 
thermal optical efficiency of the hybrid can be theoretically estimated taking into account several loss 
factors. These are: glass transmission, reflectance factor and the PV cells absorptance and efficiency. In 
the same way, it is also possible to theoretically calculate the ideal electrical efficiency of the hybrid at 
25°C. This is exemplified by equation (10) and (11), respectively:

ηo_thermal_ideal=τ·r·α·(1-ηcells_ideal)·Aactive_thermal/AHybrid= (10)
=0.90*0.90*0.93*(1-0.16)*3.7/4.6=0.51

ηelect._ideal(25°C)=τ·r·α·ηcells_ideal·Aactive elect./AHybrid= (11)
=0.90*0.90*0.93*0.16*3.5/4.6=0.09

The transmittance of the glass τ was measured to be 0.90 (Bernardo, 2007), while the reflectance r is 0.90 
(Alanod Solar, 2010) and the absorptance of the solar cells α was assumed to be 0.93 (Brogren et al., 
2001). Dividing the active thermal area with the total glazed area makes it possible to compare the 
theoretical calculations with the measurements. This analysis helps to understand why the efficiencies of 
concentrating hybrids are lower than conventional thermal collectors and PV modules. Furthermore, the 
theoretical values point out a general limitation to the final efficiencies of concentrating hybrids. As 
shown, the difference between the measured and the theoretical efficiencies is not significant. In the 
thermal case, this difference can mainly be explained by the reflector shape inaccuracies. In the electric 
case, the difference is related to uneven distribution of solar irradiation on the cells and scattering after 
reflection. This is one of the challenges to overcome in this new technology. Having uniform radiation 
distribution over the PV module becomes especially critical for series connected cells since the one with 
the lowest output will limit the entire final production (Sick and Erge, 1998; Coventry et al., 2004;
Nilsson, 2007). This concept is known as the “current matching problem” (Royne et al., 2005). In future 
models, local diodes should be installed over each cell in order to bypass the current over the poorest cells 
and help minimize the impact of uneven radiation. Reflector imprecision was not the only factor causing 
the decrease in the final electric output. Local shading effects, tracking inaccuracies, and variation 
between cells were also some of the obstacles found in this and other previous studies, making it difficult 
to achieve the efficiencies obtained when individual cells are tested under ideal conditions (Chow, 2010; 
Franklin and Coventry, 2004). Similar efficiency values were reported in recent studies of concentrating 
hybrids. Kostić et al. (2010) measured a thermal optical efficiency of 37% and an average value of the 
daily electrical efficiency of 3.7% in a hybrid using low concentrating flat reflectors. Also, 
Tripanagnostopoulos and Souliotis (2004) measured a thermal optical efficiency between 50% and 64% 
in solar thermal collectors using low concentrating parabolic reflectors. However, these last values would 
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be further reduced in a PV/T hybrid since part of the irradiation would be used to produce electricity. The 
system design still has margin for improvement on most of its components for future developments. It is 
very important that cells under concentration feature very high efficiency; the glass cover should have 
very high transmittance while optical errors in the reflector should be avoided and reflectance maximized.
In future studies, an analysis of the aging of the cells and the efficiency decrease with time should be 
performed. Also, it is recommended that not only the hybrid outputs but also the performance of the
whole system should be estimated. In this further investigation it is relevant to know, among other factors,
what the hybrid application is, the yearly load, its daily and annual profile and the storage and auxiliary 
backup characteristics. Hence, it becomes possible to estimate the total system performance weighted 
with the investment and maintenance costs awarding different values to the electricity and thermal energy 
produced by the hybrid.

When it comes to possible applications for the hybrid and considering that the thermal output is much 
higher than the electrical output, it seems that the argument regarding the thermal output as just a benefit 
one can get by cooling down the cells does not make sense. It is more realistic to think that, at present, 
PVT hybrids can only become viable when a suitable application for the produced thermal energy is also
found. The question is that the thermal system often requires a high temperature which decreases the PV 
module efficiency. Therefore it might be difficult to find the optimum operating point. If the generated 
electricity can be directly connected to the grid, then the system area should be design to cover the 
thermal load. When the analyzed hybrid is compared with a side-by-side system based on total glazed 
area the results show that, in terms of occupied space and global energy produced, there is no difference 
in having the hybrid working for domestic hot water production or pool heating. In this case, due to its 
lower U value compared with the standard flat plate collector, what is “lost” in electricity production at 
high temperatures is compensated for by thermal production at almost the same rate. 

6. Conclusions

A complete methodology to characterize, simulate and evaluate the performance of a concentrating hybrid 
has been proposed and exemplified in a particular case study. The method includes a comparison with a 
traditional side-by-side system formed by conventional PV modules and flat plate collectors.

The evaluated hybrid of geometrical concentration 7.8 is constructed around PV cells of 16% efficiency. 
The evaluation results show that the optical efficiency is 0.45 and the U-value is 1.9 W/m²ºC. The 
electrical efficiency is 6.4%. These values are drastically lower than for standard solar collectors and PV 
modules. Furthermore, the annual global irradiation incident on a tilted flat module is 20%-40% higher 
than the beam irradiation incident on a concentrating system tracking the light around a horizontal axis 
aligned in the north-south direction. Hence, the low hybrid efficiencies in combination with low usable 
irradiation generate a low annual performance. Conventional PV modules and flat plate collectors,
producing the same electric and thermal annual output as a concentrating hybrid, are comparable with the 
hybrid area. Even though there is a margin for improvement on the tested hybrid parameters, it is difficult 
for a concentrating hybrid to compete with conventional alternatives. It is very important that PV-cells 
under concentration have very high efficiency and that the glass cover and the reflector have very good 
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properties. Optical errors in the reflector must be avoided and the system should be tracking around an
axis aligned in the north-south direction, tilted towards the equator.
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Abstract

One of the most important goals on solar collector development is to increase the system’s annual 
performance without increasing overproduction. The studied collector is formed by a compound 
parabolic reflector which decreases the collector optical efficiency during the summer period. Hence, it 
is possible to increase the collector area and thus, the annual solar fraction, without increasing the 
overproduction. Collector measurements were fed into a validated TRNSYS collector model which 
estimates the solar fraction of the concentrating system and also that of a traditional flat plate collector, 
both for domestic hot water production. The system design approach aims to maximise the collector 
area until an annual overproduction limit is reached. This is defined by a new deterioration factor that 
takes into account the hours and the collector temperature during stagnation periods. Then, the highest 
solar fraction achieved by both systems was determined. The results show that, at 50˚ tilt, the 
concentrating system achieves 71% solar fraction using 17 m2 of collector area compared to 66% solar 
fraction and 7 m2 of a flat plate collector system. Thus, it is possible to install 2.4 times more collector 
area and achieve a higher solar fraction using the load adapted collector. However, the summer optical 
efficiency reduction was proven to be too abrupt. If the reflector geometry is properly design, the load 
adapted collector can be a competitive solution in the market if produced in an economical way.

Keywords: Concentrating, Solar Thermal, Domestic Hot Water System, High Solar Fraction

Nomenclature

Monitored parameters:
Q Collector thermal power (W/m²)
Gb Beam Irradiance (W/m²)
Gd Diffuse Irradiance (W/m²)
Tin Collector inlet temperature (°C)
Tout Collector outlet temperature (°C)
Tm Fluid mean temperature (°C)
Tamb Ambient temperature (°C)
dV/dt Flow (m3/s)
Cp Heat capacity (water) (J/(kg°C))
ρ Density (water) (kg/m3)
Ac Collector area (m²)
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Parameters in the collector model:
dn KταF' Diffuse zero-loss efficiency (-)

nταF' Beam zero-loss efficiency (-)
F’U0 Heat loss factor (W/m2 °C)
F’U1 Temperature dependence of heat loss factor (W/m2 °C2)

θg Beam incidence angle modifier for the glazing
θbK Incidence angle modifier for beam irradiance (-)

0,K lbl θ Longitudinal incidence angle modifier for beam irradiance (-)

tbt ,0K θ Transversal incidence angle modifier for beam irradiance (-)
Kd Incidence angle modifier for diffuse irradiance (-)
(mC)e Collector effective thermal capacitance (J/(m2°C))
θ Angle of incidence onto the collector normal (°)

θ ttR Beam incidence angle modifier for the reflector
t Time (h)

1. Introduction

One of the most important goals to be achieved by a solar thermal system is a high annual solar 
fraction (Mills and Morrison, 2003; Helgesson et al., 2002). While solar thermal systems can generally 
achieve a high annual solar fraction in areas near the equator, in regions where the annual solar 
irradiation is lower it can be difficult. In most such regions, the solar contribution profile peaks during 
the summer months and decreases during the winter period. On the contrary, the domestic hot water 
load is fairly constant during the whole year which means that these two factors do not match all year 
round. Thus, the annual solar fraction is reduced.

It is common to design the system collector area in such way that the production over the summer 
period meets the thermal load (Helgesson, 2004 and Adsten et al., 2004). The aim of these systems is 
to achieve a solar fraction close to 100% during this period not taking into account overproduction at 
all. However, the solar production and consumption profiles are very different throughout the day as 
well. The solar production does not entirely take place at the same time as it is consumed by the users. 
Only a fraction of this extra energy can be stored in the solar tank. Hence, the system ends up with 
many hours where the collectors are in stagnation and other hours where auxiliary energy is needed. 
Furthermore, long stagnation periods influence long-term reliability and low maintenance operation of 
the collector system (Hausner and Fink, 2000). Common problems are overheating and permanent 
damage on system components, regular loss of fluid, condensation pressure chocks, deterioration of 
the fluid that ends up clogging the system, fluid circulation noise (Hausner and Fink, 2002). Hence, 
there is a need to define a deterioration factor taken into account when designing a new system. Using 
this criteria will limit the stagnation period along the year and, consequently, minimizes the risk of 
system malfunctions along its lifetime.
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This paper describes a collector design approach that increases the solar fraction by maximizing the 
energy contribution of the thermal collector system but also limiting the overproduction. This is 
accomplished by using the collector’s special reflector design at optimal tilt, collector area and flow. 
As a result of these optimizations, the system is able to reduce the difference between the solar 
production and the domestic hot water load throughout the year and still avoid overproduction under a 
user-determined value. Related concepts to this collector have been reported by Kothdiwala et al. 
(1995), Tripanagnostopoulos et al. (2000), Chaves and Pereira (2000), Mills and Morrison (2003). The 
collector parameters were determined based on a dynamic testing method and multi linear regression
(Perers B., 1997). These parameters were then fed into a validated model in TRNSYS (Klein S., 1997)
estimating the compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) system performance and comparing it with a 
flat plate collector system. There exists no validation model of a solar thermal system using this 
asymmetric CPC.

The main objective of the work was to evaluate the performance of the CPC collector system and 
compare it with a conventional flat plate collector system.

2. Method

2.1. Experimental setup and collector design

A solar collector design in which relatively expensive selective absorber material is replaced by cheap 
reflectors was studied. A compound parabolic concentrator (CPC) collector with a geometrical
concentration factor of 1.5 has been developed (Adsten, 2004). The collector consists of a reflector, a 
bi-facial selective absorber and a support structure. The parabolic reflector has an optical axis normal 
to the collector glass which defines the irradiation acceptance interval of the reflector (Figure 1) 
(Helgesson, 2004). Once the incident radiation is outside this interval, the reflectors do not redirect the 
incoming beam radiation to the absorber, and the optical efficiency of the collector is reduced (Figure 
1). Hence, the collector’s optical efficiency changes throughout the year depending on the projected 
solar altitude. The tilt determines the amount of total annual irradiation kept within the acceptance 
interval. As a result, by varying the tilt, it is possible to increase the collector area without causing 
overproduction in the summer when the collector has lower optical efficiency. Since the absorber is 
parallel to the glass, in the upper part of the collector a pocket of hot air is created decreasing 
convection heat losses. The support structure is made of light wood with empty spaces in between in 
order to reduce its weight, wind obstruction and material costs.
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Figure 1. Experimental setup and CPC collector profile.

2.2. Testing and characterization method

Several measurements were carried out on the CPC collector in order to calculate the necessary 
parameters for the annual performance simulations. Measured average data was stored every 6 minutes 
between the 20th and the 29th of September, 2009. A simplified dynamic test method for 
determination of non-linear optical and thermal characteristics with multiple linear regression was used 
(Perers, 1993; Perers, 1997; Duffie and Beckman, 2006):

dt
dTmC-TT-F'U-TT-F'UGK F'GKQ= F' m

eambmambmddnbbn
2

10ταθτα (W/m2)

equation 1

c

inoutp

A

-TTC
dt
dV

Q=
ρ

(W/m2) equation 2
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McIntire (1982) presented a biaxial incidence angle modifier model described in the longitudinal and 
transverse directions:

tbtlbltlb ,0K0,K,K θθθθ (-) equation 3

However, this model presents disadvantageous. Rönnelid et al. (1997) showed that the model 
underestimates the optical losses in the glass and that large errors can occur at high incidence angles. 
This effect is reduced since the optical losses in the glass are accounted twice.

In this study an incidence angle modifier model proposed by Nilsson et al. (2006) was used. The 
biaxial model uses the projected transverse incidence angle to determine the influence of the reflector 
and the real angle of incidence to determine the influence of the glazing in the following way:

θθθθ gR,K ttlb (-) equation 4

Firstly, the influence of the glazing was measured in the longitudinal direction when the transversal 
incident angle was kept constant. Secondly, the dependence of the reflector was measured on the 
transversal plane when the longitudinal incidence angle was also constant. This was carried out by 
testing two identical CPC collectors during the autumn equinox, both tilted 55° from horizontal 
(Lund’s latitude) but placing one of them horizontally and the other vertically like shown in Figure 3.
This procedure is described in detail in (Helgesson, 2004). Typically, the measured curves are included 
in the collector model using a matrix made of singular incidence angle modifiers. The rest of them are 
linearly interpolated. At incidence angles close to the collector acceptance angle, the incidence angle 
modifiers variation is abrupt. Hence, interpolating discrete values can cause large inaccuracies. In this 
study, the measured incidence angle modifiers were included in the model using high grade 
polynomial equations. Hence, interpolations were avoided and the accuracy of the model increased.

2.3. Simulation model

A TRSNSYS model describing the whole solar collector system was created. Its main components are 
shown in Figure 4 and listed below:

• Thermal collector – CPC collector type 832, created by Bengt Perers and further developed by 
Hellström, Fisher, Bales, Haller, Dalibard and Paavilainen (Perers and Bales, 2002). In this 
study, the biaxial incidence angle modifiers described by polynomial equations were added to 
the model;

• Radiation processor – type 109-TMY2, Lund weather data (latitude 55°44’N, longitude 
13°12’E), Sweden;

• Circulation pump – type 3b, single speed. The collector flow was design to maximise the solar 
fraction for each collector area and tilt angle;

• Storage tank – type 4c, stratified storage with uniform losses and variable inlets. This storage 
model adjusts the inlets location continuously in order to place the incoming fluid at a level as 
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close to its temperature as possible. This improves greatly stratification in the tank and 
consequently the annual solar fraction. The total volume is 300 litres and 1.60m high. The 
3kW auxiliary heater is placed at the top with a set-point temperature of 60˚C;

• Domestic hot water load profile – type 14 for the daily load profile and type 14h for the yearly 
variation.

The domestic hot water load profile was built based on the one described by Widén et al., (2009) but 
scaled to the latest data on Swedish total hot water consumption (Stengård, 2009). 7 different water 
draw-offs were performed during the day (Figure 2). Furthermore, the annual hot water consumption 
variation effect was also introduced and it is shown in Figure 2 (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009). The 
total annual consumption is 2050 kWh/year. The annual limit for the deterioration factor was set to
5000 ˚C.h/year. This value takes into account not only the number of stagnation hours but also how 
much the collector outlet temperature raised over 100 ˚C during that period in the following way:

Σ (Tout-100) t (°C.h) (during stagnation periods) equation 5

Stagnation period was defined by the time period during which both the top of the storage tank and the 
outlet collector temperature was above 100̊C. During this period, the collector pump is stopped. Has 
shown in equation 5, it was assumed that stagnation time and collector outlet temperatures above 
100˚C have a linear influence on the parameter. The figure 5000˚C.h/year represents a reasonable 
maximum overproduction (100 hours of stagnation with 150˚C collector temperature, for example). 
Finally, by simulation iterations, the maximum collector area that corresponds to the maximum solar 
fraction but limits the overproduction to 5000 ̊C.h /year was determined. This design criterion is 
further discussed in the discussion section.

Figure 2 – Daily and yearly domestic hot water profile.
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Figure 3 – CPC collector 
turned 90˚ during the autumn 

equinox.

Figure 4 – Main components of the solar collector system 
model.

3. Measurement results

3.1. Thermal performance

Table 1 shows the CPC collector parameters, estimated using multi linear regression on the measured 
data, and the parameters assumed to be typical for conventional flat plate collectors.

Table 1. Measured CPC collector parameters and assumed typical flat plate collector parameters.

Parameters and units
CPC collector
(measured)

Flat plate collector
(presumed)

nF τα' (-) 0.64 0.8

dn KταF' (-) 0.31 0.72

F’U0 / (W/m2,°C) 2.8 3.6

F’U1 /( W/m2,°C2) 0.035 0.014

bo_thermal (-) - 0.2

(mC)e /(J/m2 °C) 1923 8000
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3.2. Incidence angle modifiers

Figure 5 shows the longitudinal and transversal incidence angle modifiers describing the influence of
glazing and reflector, respectively. The transversal incidence angle modifier was measured while the 
longitudinal incidence angle modifier was estimated by the Fresnel and Snell’s laws.

Figure 5 –Reflector and glazing beam incidence angle modifiers during autumn equinox.

3.3. Model validation

To validate the CPC collector model, the measured and modelled power outputs were compared during 
the test period (Figure 6). From the analysis of Figure 6, one can conclude that good agreement was found 
between the model and the measurements. In Figure 7 the modelled and measured power output are 
compared during a variable irradiation day. It was assumed that the CPC collector model is the only 
component that requires validation. The other component models are TRNSYS standard models and have 
been used with great reliability in the scientific community.
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Figure 6 – Measured and modelled power output data during the testing period.

Figure 7 – Measured and modelled power output on the 20th September 2009.

4. Performance analysis and discussion

Using the collector measured parameters, TRNSYS simulations were carried out for the concentrating 
collector and a traditional flat plate solar thermal system situated in Lund, Sweden. The assumed design 
criterion limiting the collector area takes into account not only the number of stagnation hours but also the 
collector outlet temperature. This deterioration factor was set to 5000 °C.h/year. Obviously, this design 
criterion can be questioned, especially when it comes to the particular chosen number of 5000 ˚C.h/year. 
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Also, it is uncertain if temperature and time during stagnation periods should have equal weight on this 
factor. Further work is needed to understand how to account for overproduction in the system design in a 
more precise way and to account the weight of this factor on the system design. The assumed design 
guideline should be seen as a first iteration step in that direction. The intention is to consider a
deterioration factor when designing a new solar thermal system. The important analysis at this stage is 
result comparison between these two different collector systems rather than conclude about the absolute 
value of the solar fraction results. As both systems were design in the same way, inaccuracies that occur 
in one system will occur in the same way in the other one. This makes it significantly more reliable to 
take conclusions about the systems performances. In a future analysis taking into account the costs for 
every kind of component, the system will be design in order to improve its cost-effectiveness.

The maximum solar fraction achieved by both systems, for several different tilts, is presented in the left 
axis in Figure 8. The corresponding maximum collector area that limits the annual overproduction under 
5000˚C.h/year is shown in the right axis of the same figure. Analysing the results it can be concluded that 
when the concentrating collector is set to low tilts the optical efficiency is high during the whole year and 
it behaves like a flat plate collector with peak production in the summer. On the other hand, when it is set 
to higher tilts, the optical efficiency is reduced along the year and overproduction only occurs for large
collector areas. The balance between these two situations for Lund is somewhere around 50˚ tilt where the 
optical efficiency is only reduced during the summer resulting in a high annual solar fraction and still not 
using extremely large collector areas. For that tilt, the load adapted system achieves a solar fraction of 
71% using 17 m2 of collector area compared to 66% and 7 m2 of a flat plate collector system. 
Contributing to these high solar fraction values is the very high stratification and well insulated model of 
the tank. In such a tank model, the incoming water is placed at a height in the tank that has the closest 
matching temperature. Also, no losses were taken into account in piping. Hence, very high stratification 
and consequently high solar performances were achieved. This simple tank model allowed time saving 
both in building the system model and the running period of the simulations.

In Figure 9 it is shown the annual production profile of the two solar systems for 50˚ tilt. One can notice 
the suppressed solar production during the summer in the CPC collector and the overproduction moved to 
the spring and autumn periods. When the CPC collector system achieves higher solar fractions than the 
flat plate collector system, it requires, at least, 2.4 times more collector area. Taking into account that the 
selective absorber surface of the CPC collector is 1/3 of its total glazed area (Figure 1), one can say that 
the concentrating collector makes use of less absorber area. This decrease together with higher 
performance must compensate the extra material such as reflector and glass as well as the possible 
technical difficulties of manufacturing a parabolic shape. Nevertheless, there is an exaggerated optical 
efficiency decrease to less than half causing underproduction during the summer. If the reflector geometry 
is improved, the CPC collector will achieve higher performances for the same collector area and become 
a more competitive solution when produced in a cheap way.
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Figure 8 – Annual solar fraction and corresponding collector areas for both systems.

Figure 9 – Energy and overproduction profiles during the year for 50 ˚ tilt, 17m2 of collector area and 
0.12 l/min/m2 of water flow.
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5. Conclusions

An evaluation of a load adapted CPC collector system was presented. The collector design aims to 
increase the solar fraction by adapting the solar production to the load. The evaluation includes a new 
design approach for the collector system that estimates the collector area based on an annual 
overproduction limit. A comparison with a standard flat plate collector system is also included.

The results show that, at 50˚ tilt, it is possible to install larger collector areas of the concentrating system 
and achieve higher solar fractions without increasing overproduction. For this tilt, the concentrating 
system achieves 71% solar fraction using 17 m2 of collector area compared to 66% solar fraction and 7 m2

of a flat plate collector system. This means 2.4 times more collector area with a somewhat higher 
performance. For the same glazed area, the absorber surface of the flat plate collector is 3 times higher
than that of the concentrating system. Thus, from the result analysis, one can conclude that the 
concentrating collector absorber area is smaller than the flat plate collector. This is one of the most 
expensive components of the collector. Hence, the absorber surface reduction together with the higher 
performance must compensate the cost increase on the other materials such as glass, parabolic reflector, 
frames so that the concentrating system can compete with standard flat plate collectors. Obviously, this 
performance comparison is sensitive to the parameters assumed for the conventional flat plate collector.
Nevertheless, these values are valid for this particular collector design where the optical efficiency is 
reduced to less than half during the summer. This exaggerated effect causes underproduction during this 
period reducing the annual solar fraction. If the reflector geometry is improved, the collector can become 
an even more competitive solution in the market if produced in an inexpensive way.
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Abstract

One of the most expensive components of a solar thermal system is the storage tank. Retrofitting 
conventional domestic hot water heaters when installing a new solar hot water system can decrease the 
total investment cost. In this study, retrofitting of existing water heaters using forced circulation flow 
was investigated. A comparison with a standard solar thermal system is also presented. Four 
simulation models of different system configurations were created and tested for the climate in Lund,
Sweden. The results from the simulations indicate that the best configuration consists on connecting 
the collectors to the existing heater throughout an external heat exchanger and adding a small heater 
storage in series. For this retrofitted system, preliminary results show that an annual solar fraction of 
53% is achieved. In addition, a conventional solar thermal system using a standard solar tank achieves
a comparable performance for the same storage volume and collector area. Hence, it is worth to further 
investigate and test in practice this retrofitting. Furthermore, using the same system configuration,
solar collectors can also be combined with new standard domestic hot water tanks at new installations,
accessing a world-wide developed and spread industry.

Keywords: Solar thermal, Storage tank, Water heater, Retrofit, Domestic hot water.

Nomenclature

Tauxiliar Preset temperature of the auxiliary heater (°C)
Tout Collector outlet temperature (°C)
Tsolar Solar hot water temperature in the upper part of the retrofitted tank (°C)
t Time during stagnation periods (h)

1. Introduction

Only in Sweden there exist more than half a million electrically heated single family houses that use 
conventional water heaters for domestic hot water production (Swedish Energy Agency, 2009a). Since 
the solar tank is one of the most expensive components in a solar thermal system, retrofitting existing 
domestic water heaters when installing a new system can decrease its total investment cost. Previous 
research approached similar retrofitting using natural convection systems (Cruickshank and Harrison, 
2004). Thermosyphon systems became popular in several parts of the world such as Eastern Asia and 
Australia mainly due to its simplicity and reliability (Lin, 1998). The thermosyphon driving force 
depends on the pressure difference and frictional losses between the heat exchanger side-arm and the 
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tank. Hence, the generated flow will be complex function of the state of charge of the tank, the 
temperature profile along the heat exchanger and pipes, the height difference between the top of the 
heat exchanger and the top of the tank and the pressure drop in the heat exchanger, piping and 
connections (Fraser et al., 1995).

Such dependence on the heat exchanger pressure drop and tank characteristics limits how the retrofit is 
carried out and which storage tanks can be used. Moreover, Liu and Davidson (1995) showed that,
when properly designed, forced circulation systems can generally achieve higher performances 
compared to natural convection driven systems. This is explained by the energy transfer rate increase
at a low energy driving cost. For example, a 40 W pump can generate a driving force 45 times higher 
than the one achieved by thermosyphon (Liu and Davidson, 1995). In addition, there are now available 
low energy pumps at a low cost.

In this research forced circulation was used to connect solar collectors to conventional domestic water 
heaters. This was carried out by means of two pumps, one in the tank loop and the other in the solar 
collector loop. Four different system configurations were simulated in TRNSYS (Klein S., 1997).
Since forced circulation is used, almost any kind of storage tank can be retrofitted when installing a 
new solar thermal system. For a better understanding of the research contribution to the field and to 
increase the paper readability, the main objectives of the study are stated bellow:

• To compare the performance of different alternatives on retrofitting conventional domestic 
water heaters when installing a solar thermal system;

• To compare the performance of the retrofitted system with the performance of a standard solar 
thermal system.

2. Methodology

Four different simulation models of the retrofitted system were created in TRNSYS software (Klein 
S., 1997) in order to estimate the configuration achieving the highest performance. A comparison with 
a conventional flat plate system was also performed. The retrofitted system models range from simple 
connections to more advanced configurations. However, the complexity was never raised up to a level 
that would be technically difficult to build such a system in practice. Also, it was avoided to design 
configurations that would predictably cause such a rise on the investment cost that would be hardly 
paid back by the increase in energy savings. Some of the systems’ details are not revealed due to 
patent pending. Each system model is made up of a solar collector array, storage tank/s, auxiliary 
heater, heat exchanger between the collector and the tank loops, circulation pump/s, and radiation 
processor:

• Thermal collector – CPC collector type 832, created by Bengt Perers and further developed by 
Hellström, Fisher, Bales, Haller, Dalibard and Paavilainen (Perers and Bales, 2002). In 
Bernardo (2010) the biaxial incidence angle modifiers described by polynomial equations 
were added and the model validated. This collector makes it possible to achieve higher solar 
fractions when compared to a flat plate collector (Helgesson et al., 2002 and Bernardo et al., 
2010);

• Standard storage tank – type 534. The total volume is set to 255 litres and 1.60m high. The 
coil heat exchanger is distributed in the lower third of the tank. The 3 kW auxiliary heater is 
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set horizontally at approximately 0.5m from the top with a set-point temperature of 60̊C
(Figure 2);

• Retrofitted storage tank – type 534. The total volume is set to 200 litres and 1.60m high. The 
connections are placed at the top and bottom of the tank. Only system 2 uses the auxiliary 
heater placed at the bottom (Figure 3). In all the other systems this heater is disabled;

• Small heater storage tank – type 534. The total volume is set to 55 litres and 0.60m high. The 
connections are placed at the top and bottom of the tank. The 3 kW auxiliary heater is placed 
at the bottom with a set-point temperature of 60˚C (Figure 5);

• External heat exchanger – type 5b, counter flow (Figure 3);
• Circulation pumps – type 3b, single speed. The collector and tank flow are the same and were

optimized by iterations to maximise the solar fraction;
• Radiation processor – type 109-TMY2, Lund weather data (latitude 55°44’N, longitude 

13°12’E), Sweden;
• Domestic hot water load profile – type 14 for the daily load profile (Figure 1);

The main boundary of this investigation was to use the most common type of existing heater in single 
family houses in Sweden. This information is very important for the system design but also very hard 
to attain. To the best of our knowledge, there is no official data concerning the most common tank size 
in such houses. According to the Swedish domestic water heater manufacturers, installers and 
researchers in the field, the most common Swedish single family house tank size is 200-300 litres,
depending on the family size. In any case, the tank volume tends to be proportional to the family size. 
Thus, the trend is that higher loads also correspond to higher available storage volumes and the system 
design strategy does not change. On the other hand, the average domestic hot water load in single 
family houses is documented. Preliminary results showed that retrofitting a 300 litre tank for such a 
domestic hot water load would achieve a higher annual solar fraction than using a 200 litre tank. 
Hence, to work on the safe side, it was decided to retrofit a 200 litre tank. If such a system achieves 
satisfactory performances the same should happen if a 300 litre tank is retrofitted instead.

An auxiliary heater power of 3 kW was used in all models since this is also the most common. The 
auxiliary heater keeps the top volume of the storage at 60˚C. This is a recommendation of the Swedish 
building regulations to avoid legionella problems (Swedish Building Regulation, 2008). The same 
document legislate that it is mandatory that the hot water temperature available at the tap is not less 
than 50°C. As a design guideline it is recommended that the domestic hot water system can be able to 
deliver two times 140 litres of 40°C water in one hour (Swedish Building Regulation, 2008). If the 
temperature setting is increased, all the different simulated systems reach approximately this peak on 
consumption. In practice, the thermostat is set to 60°C which ensures that ordinary loads are fulfilled. 
In case of extraordinary large draw-offs, the user has the possibility to steer the set point temperature. 
This is also normally the case for stand-alone conventional heaters.

The domestic hot water load profile consists on seven different draw-offs during the day. It is a
simplification of the hourly profile described by Widén et al., 2009 but scaled down to the latest data 
on the Swedish average hot water consumption of 42 litres/person/day (Stengård 2009). Simulation 
results show that using a detailed hour profile would have a minimum impact on the results and would 
only increase the simulation total time. The measured average cold water temperature in the taps was 
8.5°C. The consumption variation during the year was also introduced (Swedish Energy Agency,
2009b). The daily and yearly domestic hot water profiles used in the models are shown in Figure 1.
The average number of inhabitants in Swedish single-family houses is three (Statistics Sweden, 2006). 
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Hence, the domestic hot water annual consumption in these houses was estimated to be 2050
kWh/year.

Since long stagnation periods affect the system’s long-term reliability and can cause serious 
permanent damages on its components (Hausner and Fink, 2000 and 2002), the criteria used to design 
the collector array was based on the maximum solar fraction possible to be achieve under a certain 
overproduction limit. This deterioration factor was set to 5000 °C.h/year and integrates the number of 
hours which the collector was under stagnation and how much the collector outlet temperature raised 
over 100 °C during that period. This was calculated in the following way:

Σ (Tout-100) t  (°C.h) (during stagnation periods) equation 1

Stagnation period was defined by the time period during which both the top of the storage tank and the 
outlet collector temperature was above 100°C. During this period the pump on the collector loop is 
stopped. Has shown in equation 1, it was assumed that stagnation time and collector outlet 
temperatures above 100°C have a linear influence on this parameter. 5000°C.h/year was considered to 
represent a reasonable practical maximum overproduction. This corresponds to, for example, 100 
hours at stagnation where the collector outlet temperature was 150°C. Hence, by means of simulation, 
the maximum collector area that ensures maximum solar fraction under the overproduction limit was 
determined for each system configuration at a 50° collector tilt from horizontal. This design criteria is 
further discussed in the “Results and Discussion” chapter.

Figure 1 – Daily and yearly domestic hot water profile.

2.1. Standard system

A model of a standard solar thermal system was created and is described by the sketch in Figure 2.
The figure illustrates a solar tank with and internal heat exchanger and auxiliary heater. The storage 
volume is 255 litres in order to match the volume of the retrofitted system that has the best 
performance (retrofitted system 4, Figure 6). There are three temperature sensors that control the 
pump, two placed on the tank’s surface and the other at the collector outlet.
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Figure 2. Sketch of the standard solar thermal system.

2.2. Retrofitted system 1

Figure 3 describes one of the most simple and direct ways of assembling solar collectors to existing 
tank heaters. The connection is carried out by means of an external side-arm heat exchanger between
the collector and the tank loops. Also, two temperature sensors are placed on the tank’s surface in 
order to control both the collector and the tank pumps. As exemplified in Figure 2, solar storages are 
specially designed for solar thermal applications with, at least, two connections for the domestic hot 
water and two others for the solar collector loop. On the other hand, conventional tank heaters have 
only the two connections for domestic hot water (see Figure 3). In order to overcome this technical 
challenge, the working period of the pump placed on the tank loop must be controlled with the 
domestic hot water draw-offs so they do not coincide. When no hot water is required, the pump is able 
to charge the tank. When draw-offs take place, the pump is turned off and the incoming cold water is 
pressed in the bottom of the tank replacing the outgoing domestic hot water at the top.
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Figure 3. Retrofitted system 1 - simple retrofitting of existing hot water heaters.

2.3. Retrofitted system 2

In this system, a new 3 kW auxiliary water heater is added to the side-arm heat exchanger (Figure 4).
Alternatively, if possible, the old auxiliary heater at the bottom of the existing tank can be used. The 
aim is to achieve stratification in the tank. The heater and the pump on the tank loop are turned on 
when the temperature in the sensor placed on the top of tank falls below the set point temperature
minus the dead band. Consequently, the cold water in the tank bottom flows through the heat 
exchanger and is heated up in the side-arm heater before entering the top of the tank. The heater is 
turned off when the temperature on the upper sensor is higher than the set point temperature plus the 
dead band.
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Figure 4. Retrofitted system 2 - retrofitted system with auxiliary heater on the side-arm.

2.4. Retrofitted system 3

In retrofitted system 3, a small 55 litre auxiliary heater storage was added to the system (Figure 5).
This means that the retrofitted storage is exclusively used for solar hot water. The volume of 55 litres
was chosen based on design guideline for the domestic hot water load. The 4-way valve was modelled 
in TRNSYS using type 221 (Nordlander and Bales, 2007). The valve has three inlets, two from hot 
sources and one from a cold source. It is programmed in order to use as much water volume as 
possible from the colder hot source which, in this case, corresponds to the solar storage. Hence, as 
long as there is available solar hot water in the retrofitted storage at the same temperature or above the 
domestic hot water load temperature, the water inside the auxiliary heater tank will not be used.
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Figure 5. Retrofitted system 3 - retrofitted system with an additional tank heater connected in parallel.

2.5. Retrofitted system 4

The last retrofitted system consists of connecting the small heater storage to the existing heater in 
series instead (Figure 6). Thus, when hot water is drawn off by the user, the water at the top of the 
solar storage is pushed to the bottom of the small heater.

Figure 6. Retrofitted system 4 - retrofitted system with an additional tank heater connected in series.
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3. Results and Discussion

The assumed design criterion limiting the collector area takes into account not only the number of 
stagnation hours but also the collector outlet temperature. This deterioration factor was set to 5000 
°C.h/year. Obviously, this design criterion can be questioned, especially when it comes to the 
particular chosen number of 5000 °C.h/year. Also, it is uncertain if temperature and time during 
stagnation periods should have equal weight on this factor. Hence, further research is needed to 
understand how to quantify this factor and what should be its weight on the system design. However, 
the intention is to take into account a deterioration factor when designing a new solar thermal system.
The assumed design guideline should be seen as a first iteration step in that direction. The important 
analysis at this stage is result comparison between these two different collector systems rather than 
conclude about the absolute value of the solar fraction results. As both systems were designed in the 
same way, inaccuracies that occur in one system will occur in the same way in the other one. This 
makes it significantly more reliable to take conclusions about the systems performances. In a future 
analysis the system should be design to minimize the costs per produced energy unit.

The simulation results of the annual solar fraction for every system are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Annual solar fraction of the various retrofitted systems and the standard solar system.

System name Annual solar fraction (%)
Standard system 52%

Retrofitted system 1 6%
Retrofitted system 2 15%
Retrofitted system 3 42%
Retrofitted system 4 53%

Retrofitted system 1 shows a very low annual solar fraction of 6%. This can be explained by the 
auxiliary heater placing at the bottom of tank which makes it impossible to establish any tank 
stratification. In addition, the cold water pushed in the bottom of the tank is directly heated to the set 
point temperature of 60°C demanding constantly auxiliary energy every time a draw-off takes place.
Also, the inlet collector temperature is 60°C practically all year long which decreases the working 
hours and its efficiency.

In retrofitted system 2 the auxiliary heater is moved to the tank side-arm aiming to increase 
stratification. The results show that the annual solar fraction increases only to 15%. This is mainly 
explained by two factors: the small stratification increase and the losses increase in the side-arm. In
this configuration, the upper volume of the tank is always at least at 60°C while the bottom is fairly 
cold most of the time. This is because hot water is extracted during the whole day and replaced by cold 
water at the bottom. Hence, the collector pump works many hours when the collector outlet 
temperature is higher than the tank bottom but lower than 60°C. Due to the inlets geometry of the 
retrofitted tank, water heated by the collector is placed at the very top of the tank. Consequently, the 
tank top temperature will decrease and destroy stratification making the auxiliary heater run during 
most of the year. Also, since the heater is placed at the side arm, hot water is continuously transported 
through these pipes to the tank. This increase the heat losses and the energy provided to drive the 
pump.
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Simulation results of retrofitted system 3 show that the solar fraction increases to 42%. Since it is 
difficult to achieve stratification with the connections of the retrofitted tank it is more advantageous to 
place the heater in another tank. This prevents the heater to be turned on almost continuously when the 
collector is working at temperatures under 60°C. Hence, the retrofitted tank will work at lower 
temperatures increasing the collector working hours and efficiency. In addition, a new well insulated 
hot temperature tank provides the extra energy when solar energy is not available. Having the larger 
tank working at lower temperatures and the smaller tank at higher temperatures, decrease significantly 
the heat losses. One can say that the system “stratification” is achieved by two tanks with low 
stratification but working at different average temperatures. For this particular configuration, the 
thermostat temperature of the small tank does not influence significantly the annual performance since 
the tank heat losses are small.

The estimated annual solar fraction for retrofitted system 4 is 53%. The reason why the solar fraction 
of the series connected system is higher than the parallel connection is not obvious. The main reason is 
that, during the summer period when solar hot water is available over 60˚C, the total solar storage 
volume of the series connected system is increased to 255 litres, since both tanks are connected in 
series and no auxiliary energy is needed.

In contrast to what happens with retrofitted system 3, the preset temperature of the heater in retrofitted 
system 4 significantly influences the annual performance. In fact, if the small heater connected in 
series is set to 80°C, the solar fraction decreases from 53% to 32% while the parallel connected system 
decreases only from 42% to 38%. This means that the system performing best depends on the 
auxiliary storage setup temperature (Figure 7). Simulation shows that if the auxiliary heater 
temperature is set to 70°C, retrofitted system 3 and 4 have approximate performances. These results 
are better understood by taking particular examples for different situations. If the temperature inside 
the retrofitted tank is 70°C and the tank heater temperature set to 60°C (Figure 8a and Figure 8b),
there is no need to use auxiliary energy in both systems during a draw-off that requires 50°C.
However, the series connected system has the advantage of saving energy since 70°C water enters the 
small tank and turns off the heater set to 60°C. Also, the total solar storage volume is increased to 255 
litres since both tanks are connected in series. On the other hand, if one studies the case of having 
70°C in the retrofitted tank but 80°C in the tank heater (Figure 8c and Figure 8d), the result is 
different. In the parallel connected system (Figure 8c), all the water is drawn from the retrofitted tank 
with no use of auxiliary energy. In the series connected system (Figure 8d), 70°C water is pushed in 
the small tank which uses auxiliary energy to heat it up to 80°C.

Generalising the previous example one concludes the following:

• Temperature inside the retrofitted tank lower than the load (Tsolar<50°C): calculation shows 
that the parallel connection presents a slightly better performance. The solar hot water is used 
for preheating and saves energy to the auxiliary heater in both systems.

• Temperature inside the retrofitted tank higher than the load but lower than the set point 
temperature of the auxiliary heater (50°C>Tsolar<Tauxiliar): the parallel connected system 
performs better since no auxiliary energy is required, contrary to the series connected system.

• Temperature inside the retrofitted tank higher than the set point temperature of the auxiliary 
heater (Tsolar>Tauxiliar): the series connected system performs better since it saves energy to the 
auxiliary heater and increases the total solar hot water volume to both storages.
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Hence, the period when the parallel connection is clearly advantageous over the series connection is 
during intervals where the temperature inside the retrofitted tank is higher than the load requested 
temperature but lower than the preset temperature in the tank heater. This period becomes short if the 
thermostat temperature is set to 60°C and thus the series connected system achieves the highest 
performance over the year.

At this stage, the important analysis is to compare the performance results of each system rather than 
focus on their absolute value. This investigation is useful to understand which system performs best 
and should be built in practice for further analysis. Since the series connected retrofitted system 
achieves a comparable performance to a new standard solar system, it is worth to further investigate 
this solution. In the future, model validation and an economical viability study are needed. If the 
studied system proves to be cost effective, this can be a very attractive solution not only due to its 
flexibility on retrofitting almost any kind of existing storage tank but also to be combined with new 
conventional tank heaters which industry is well developed and covers a world-wide market.

Figure 7. Solar fraction temperature dependence of the parallel and series connected systems.
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Figure 8. Solar fraction results of:
a) parallel connected system and 60°C thermostat temperature
b) series connected system and 60°C thermostat temperature

c) parallel connected system and 80°C thermostat temperature
d) series connected system and 80°C thermostat temperature

4. Conclusions

Four different system configurations on how to retrofit existing domestic hot water heaters were 
theoretically analysed. The simulation results show that the best configuration for the retrofitting 
consists on using the existing tank for solar hot water storage and connect it in series with a small 
auxiliary heater tank. The system annual performance was compared with that of a conventional solar 
thermal system. Preliminary results show that its annual solar fraction is 53% compared to 52% of a 
standard solar thermal system with the same storage volume. This means that both system 
performances are comparable. Hence, it is worth to further investigate and develop this retrofitting in 
practice. In the future, the model validation and an economical assessment will be performed. If it 
proves to be cost-effective, this solution can be very interesting since it can be applied not only in 
retrofitting existing tank heaters but also in combination with new heaters accessing a world-wide 
industry.
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